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1.2. Abstract 
 

Nowadays, hydrogen is considered the energy carrier of the “present and future”, mainly due to its numerous 
applications as fuel source for rocket launchers, as a reagent for ammonia production and also for the 
hydrocracking units in petroleum refining. Besides, it is a vector of clean energy in fuel cells to provide electricity 
to electric vehicles. However, 50% of the global production uses natural gas as feedstock in the so-called Steam 
Methane Reforming, which leads to the environmental cost of 10.5 tonneCO2,emitted/tonneH2,produced, promoting the 
acceleration of global warming and its consequences.  

Cleaner ways to produce hydrogen need to be developed. One of the most recent efforts is focused on the 
employment of stable molten metals (e.g. Ga, In, Sn, Bi) for the thermal cracking of methane, to produce solid 
carbon and hydrogen at temperatures over 1000 °C, without CO2 emissions. With the use of molten metals, carbon 
can be segregated from the gas phase and deposited in layers at the top of the molten metals’ surface, due to density 
differences. Hydrogen is therefore free of solids and it is obtained at high purities. Moreover, the produced carbon 
is a valuable byproduct and its sell is of upmost importance to ensure good economics at industrial scale.  

In this thesis, the design of a quartz-based reactor for the methane cracking and the overall experimental 
apparatus was made from scratch. Furthermore, the experiments of methane cracking without and with molten 
metal (pure gallium) were carried out, and the proof of concept was validated. A maximum methane conversion 
of 91% at 1119 °C was achieved with 150 mL (43% liquid hold-up) of liquid metal filling inside the reactor. In 
addition, the quality of the produced carbon was assessed with suitable characterization methods for marketable 
purposes. Finally, the industrial scale of the technology was simulated in Aspen Plus and different scenarios were 
evaluated, along with the techno-economic analysis, in order to conclude what is the best technology configuration 
for the concept. 
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2. INTRODUCTION 

2.1. The environmental problem: CO2 

On 12th December 2015, 195 countries got together in Paris and set the basis of the so-called Paris Agreement, 
which establishes the new goals, protocols and strategic plans to fight against the major environmental threat that 
humankind has ever faced: Global Warming. More specifically, and considered the most challenging goal, the 
above-mentioned countries agreed to keep the mean global temperature increase below 2 °C above pre-industrial 
levels by 2100. Moreover, they committed to developing technologies that can limit the temperature rise to 1.5 °C 
above pre-industrial levels. In Figure 2.1, the evolution of the global mean temperature rise since industrial era 
until present days, along with the global mean carbon dioxide (CO2) concentration in the past 40 years are 
presented.  

  

(a)                                                                                            (b) 

Figure 2.1. (a) Global mean temperature increase from 1850 to 2018 (taken from [1]).  

(b) Global monthly mean CO2 atmospheric concentration for the period 1980-2020 (taken from [2]). 

Looking at Figure 2.1a, the global mean temperature increase from before 1860 to 2020 is approximately 1.4 
°C. Taking into account only the period 1980-2020 it is remarkable that the global increase was almost 1 °C in 
only 40 years. This is the highest rate of increase in history and it merely confirms that several efforts still need to 
be made within a relatively short period of time to mitigate the global warming and its catastrophic consequences.    

Observing Figure 2.1b, there is a clear relationship between the increase in anthropogenic CO2 emissions to 
the atmosphere and the increase in the global mean temperature for the same period 1980-2020. CO2 is considered 
a greenhouse gas because it keeps the heat from the reflection of sunlight with the earth’s soil at the lower layers 
of the atmosphere. Thus, an increase in CO2 concentration affects directly to global warming. In the last 40 years, 
the global CO2 concentration has skyrocketed from 340 to 410 ppm, which represents an increase rate of almost 2 
ppm/year, the highest speed in history records. This means that there is a current trend towards global warming, 
mainly due to the increase in the world population and its correspondence rise in energy demands, generating more 
CO2 that is emitted to the environment. It may seem trivial to undertake this situation, but the truth is that the 
proposed governmental policies, which were made in order to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions, are still far away 
from the achievement of this ultimate goal. 

Recent efforts in the past decades focus on the development of green and sustainable energy carriers/sources 
that are CO2 neutral. One of the most important ones is hydrogen, which does not generate CO2 emissions in its 
combustion with air and therefore it is considered as the energy of the future. A brief explanation of the use of 
hydrogen as energy carrier is found in the following chapter.            
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2.2. Sustainable energy: Hydrogen 
Since the beginning of the millennium, and mostly promoted by current environmental constraints, energy 

production using hydrogen as a feedstock has been object of increasing interest. The definition of “hydrogen 
economy” is not strictly a concept concerning scientists in general and chemical engineers in particular, but also 
political and business leaders [3]. The technical developments in fuel cells constitute another reason for the high 
production of hydrogen, due to their applications as batteries in portable electronics.  

Monatomic hydrogen (H) is the most abundant element on the solar system, with approximately 70.7 wt.% 
[4]. However, its presence in the molecular form (H2) on the Earth is extremely low (less than 0.15 wt.%) [5]. This 
means that all the hydrogen consumed in the world is produced via chemical reactions. 

Furthermore, 96% of the world’s hydrogen production use fossil fuel based technologies, emitting tremendous 
amounts of CO2 to the atmosphere. Specifically, 48% of these processes use natural gas (NG) as feedstock, 30% 
use petroleum and 18% use coal. Only 4% of the hydrogen is made from renewable sources (electrolysis) [6]. The 
current benchmark technology for hydrogen production is the Steam Methane Reforming (SMR), which consists 
of the chemical conversion of natural gas with steam to produce carbon monoxide (CO) and hydrogen. The natural 
gas is mainly composed of methane (CH4), giving the name of this technology. A subsequent reaction step known 
as water gas shift reaction (WGS) is carried out in order to improve the production of hydrogen and the H2/CO 
ratio. A by-product of this reaction is CO2, and it is produced at the same rate as methane is consumed. The 
produced H2 is then separated in a Pressure Swing Adsorption unit (PSA) with high-purity and the CO2 is emitted 
directly to the atmosphere. In fact, SMR emits over 10.5 tonneCO2/tonneH2, which pollutes the environment and 
increases the negative environmental impact made by mankind [7].  

The high CO2 emissions of the SMR are against the Paris Agreement, which focuses on the reduction of these 
above-mentioned emissions to keep the global average temperature below 2 °C above the pre-industrial era. A 
further increase may cause irreversible and hazardous effects on the environment and mankind. Therefore, the 
scientific community is currently making remarkable efforts in developing sustainable technologies for hydrogen 
production [3][6][8]. These technologies are often referred to as novel technologies for sustainable hydrogen 
production and some of the main technologies are presented in the following section.  

2.3. Novel technologies for hydrogen production 
The novel technologies for sustainable hydrogen production have been given high importance in the recent 

decades and one way to illustrate this trend is shown in the following Figure 2.2. In this figure, the number of 
scientific papers with respect to the year of publication is presented.    

 
Figure 2.2. Evolution of the number of scientific publications in Scopus when using the keyword “Novel 

hydrogen production” (at 22nd March 2019). 
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As shown above, from the beginning of the 80s until the end of the 20th century almost no interest was given 
to novel hydrogen production, with its maximum total number of deliverables of less than 100 publications in 
2000. However, the massive generation of anthropogenic CO2 emissions as a result of the combustion of fossil 
fuels for energy production marked an inflection point in the scientific community due to the environmental 
concerns of global warming. Thus, new sources of cleaner fuels began to be investigated and the interest in using  
hydrogen as the energy of the future experimented an acute increase. As consequence, the number of publications 
sky-rocketed in the past 2 decades, with more than 6,000 published papers in an increasing trend, reaching its 
maximum peak at around 900 publications in 2018.   

In this concept, novel technologies for sustainable hydrogen production are often classified according to the 
renewable feedstock in which hydrogen is produced. Biomass is one of the most investigated renewable sources 
in the field and an overview of the most important processes are represented below.  

 

Figure 2.3. Biomass-based technologies for hydrogen production (adapted from [9]). 

The conversion of biomass into hydrogen also results in large amounts of CO2. However, the net emissions 
can be considered as zero since the carbon was previously taken by the biomass. Biogas, landfill gas and municipal 
solid waste-related processes are also within the group of renewable carbogenic energy sources. Looking at Figure 
2.3, there are only three processes in which CO2 is not involved as end-product, with two of them requiring 
pyrolytic processes to avoid its formation. The last one is photo-biology, in which only hydrogen and oxygen are 
produced. However, its development is still on an early stage considering the European Technology Readiness 
Level (TRL) for assessment of the maturity scale of new technologies [10].    

Organizations such as the International Energy Agency (IEA) are driving their research mainly towards solar 
energy applications for hydrogen production. Solar processes are based on chemical photolysis, which carries out 
the conversion of water into hydrogen and oxygen. There are four different types of systems to split water by the 
sunlight (e.g. photochemical, semiconductor, photobiological and photodegradation systems) [11]. The IEA 
reported that the ideal limit of the conversion efficiency for sun irradiance should be around 31% for a single 
photosystem scheme. However, practical limitations regarding its material and design could only reach conversion 
efficiencies up to 16%. These low efficiencies together with being non-cost-competitive compared to benchmark 
technologies are the major limitations to implement them in a short to mid-term. Further research and learning is 
still required. 
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2.4. Methane pyrolysis. A CO2-free sustainable technology   

Methane pyrolysis (also known as thermal decomposition of methane) is a relatively simple process to produce 
high purity hydrogen with the extra advantage that no carbon oxides (CO/CO2) are produced. Besides, carbon 
(coke) is also formed as a by-product, which has interesting applications in industry. This process is moderately 
endothermic, which yields hydrogen as the only gas product and solid carbon as indicated in Eq. 2.1 [7].   

( ) )(2)( 24 gHsCgCH +           molkJH net /6.750 =        (Eq.  2.1)                                  

From a chemical equilibrium point of view, and following Le Chatelier’s principle, low pressures and high 
temperatures drive the reaction towards the desirable products. In fact, temperatures over 800 °C are required in 
order to achieve methane conversions above 90%, at ambient pressure. The effect of temperature (T) and pressure 
on the equilibrium conversion of methane is presented in Figure 2.4 for a range of pressures from 1 to 35 bar and 
temperatures 100-1500 °C. 

 
Figure 2.4. Evolution of methane conversion with temperature and pressure (simulated in Aspen® Plus v10).  

Looking at Figure 2.4, the equilibrium-limited reaction may require temperatures over 1200 °C at 1 bar in 
order to achieve both high rates and high conversions. At these extreme conditions, it has been found that 
conversions over 99% for the gas-phase reaction, within the temperature range 1350-1700 °C, have been achieved 
at short residence times (> 0.20 s) [12]. Moreover, from a process design point of view, it is more desirable to 
work at higher pressures in order to reduce the reactor volume and to decrease the electricity costs related to the 
hydrogen compression, although this approach results in a decrease of conversion and therefore a drop in hydrogen 
productivity. To avoid the loss of conversion, higher temperatures are required and more expensive construction 
materials are needed. A techno-economic analysis provides the best tool to decide the final reactor operating 
conditions to meet the productivity targets.    

Furthermore, and as indicated in Eq. 2.1, 2 moles of hydrogen are formed per consumed mol of methane. This 
ratio is unfavorable if compared to the benchmark technology for hydrogen production, Steam Methane Reforming 
(SMR), in which the reactions of steam reforming and water gas shift drive the overall balance to 4 moles of 
hydrogen per mol of consumed methane. However, large amounts of CO2 (10.5 tonneCO2/tonneH2) are produced 
and emitted to the atmosphere, contributing to the negative environmental impact and the increase in global 
warming. 
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On the one hand, methane pyrolysis avoids CO2 emissions to the atmosphere and a reasonable amount of 
“green” hydrogen can be generated via this technology. This high-purity hydrogen is suitable for its use in fuel 
cell applications, which promotes the employment of this technology as a transition or “bridge” technology, from 
fossil fuel-based processes to renewable ones. Furthermore, the process does not include the Water Gas Shift Unit, 
H2 separation or other CO2 capture and storage stages as compared to the SMR process, which simplify the plant 
by reducing the capital costs and therefore its feasibility at industrial scale can be evaluated. 

On the other hand, if methane pyrolysis is a reality at commercial scale, this would imply that large amounts 
of solid carbon will be also co-produced and its marketability is a key factor for the overall viability of the process. 
The purity grade of the carbon resulted from the pyrolysis will determine the economic profitability, as the selling 
costs depend strongly on the nature and properties of the carbon.   

One of the main disadvantages of the thermal decomposition of methane is that it is a strong, energy intensive 
process, as temperatures over 1000 °C are required for the reaction to take place with high conversions. Therefore, 
the alternative of producing hydrogen via thermal decomposition of methane on solid, metal-based catalysts, has 
been assessed and investigated in order to decrease the required reaction temperature. For example, the carbon 
nanofibers produced during pyrolysis on nickel-based catalysts, supported in activated carbon, are difficult to 
remove from the solid surface of the catalyst, which leads to rapid deactivation. An example of the catalyst 
morphology after coke deposition is found below.  

 
Figure 2.5. Coke deposition on a conventional nickel (Ni) catalyst for methane reforming (taken from [13]).  

Observing the images of Figure 2.5, it is remarkable the presence of coke on top of the catalytic active phase. 
High amounts of coke are accumulated in short periods of time, leading to almost complete deactivation. In 
addition, the Ni catalyst must be recovered and stabilized to avoid sintering of the metal particles due to continuous 
regeneration cycles. Even if the regeneration cycles are high enough, the efficiency of the catalyst per regeneration 
cycle would drop in such a way that the catalyst can no longer be used. This problem is not yet solved despite the 
fact that innovative engineering concepts for pyrolysis reactor design have been applied.  

Researchers such as Muradov have carried out several analysis to evaluate the possibility of using carbon as 
catalyst in an energetic and economic point of view [14]. In fact, he demonstrated that methane cracking was 
possible at SMR’s temperatures (i.e. 800-900 °C) by using high-surface area disordered carbon materials. He 
concluded that the catalytic properties of carbons were mainly determined by their structural and surface properties 
[15]. This means that the surface concentration of high-energy sites constituted the key factor for their activity.  
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Moreover, several studies using char coal, activated carbon or carbon black as catalysts were performed [16]. 
The conclusion was that activated carbon performed best, followed by carbon black, however catalyst deactivation 
occurred in all cases due to the high amounts of carbon formed over time. Regeneration does not seem an option 
because of the increase in CO2 emissions. Carbon materials are non-expensive compared to metal-based catalysts 
and therefore periodic replacement of the carbon could be an option at industrial scale.                     

Given this situation, new technologies should be investigated and critically assessed. In fact, there is a to-be-
developed technology with growing attention and interest over the scientific community, which is the thermal 
decomposition of methane using molten metals (MM) as liquid media (e.g. Sn, Bi or Ga) for phase segregation. 
This principle is based on density difference, as carbon has sensitively less density compared to any of the above-
mentioned metals.  Moreover, carbon’s low volatility and solubility in liquids is also an advantage for this concept, 
which allows carbon deposition on top of the molten media, therefore facilitating its separation and handling when 
collected to storage and subsequent sell.  

In addition, molten metals possess unique properties as heat transfer media, avoiding temperature losses or 
ramps along the reactor’s height. Besides, high-temperature molten metal systems are routinely used in industry 
and therefore it will not represent a challenge of lack of knowledge or “know-how” in the field. The low-density 
carbon can be easily removed in a continuous process using floatation cell technology, which is normally 
performed in slag removal [17]. Another valid extraction method is the one used for slag removal in blast furnaces 
for iron production, which uses a set of pipes that tap both slag and molten iron from different heights of the 
furnace [18].   

Nowadays, a proper evaluation of the process in terms of cost-effective solid management has not yet been 
realized. At small scale production, carbon might bring additional revenue due to the fact that a (small) carbon 
market is available for its selling. Nevertheless, to accomplish the aim to reduce the impact on global CO2 
emissions, methane pyrolysis needs to be practiced at industrial scale and the solid carbon completely sold in 
bigger markets, to avoid its storage in perpetuity.  

2.5. The Global Carbon Market: constraints for the industrial scale of the technology 

According to the IEA’s Global Trends and Outlook for Hydrogen Report, the hydrogen generation market is 
estimated to be 154.74 billion $ in 2022 [19]. Moreover, a hydrogen cost in 2020 is estimated to be 2.30 $/kgH2. 
Considering this cost as constant value also for 2022, the global production of hydrogen will thus be around 67.28 
MtonnesH2/year. Taking into account that 48% of the world’s hydrogen production is made by SMR, around 32.3 
MtonnesH2/year will be produced and almost 340 MtonnesCO2/year will be emitted as consequence of the process.  

In order to make a difference in the reduction of CO2 emissions, the same order of magnitude for hydrogen 
generation should be produced by methane pyrolysis technology. However, for that amount of produced hydrogen 
per year almost 100 Mtonnes of carbon/year will be produced, and the annual worldwide carbon market is around 
13.6-18 Mtonnes [14]. This means that the carbon market should increase at least 10 times for a viable exit of the 
produced carbon by methane pyrolysis, although this is unlikely to occur in the near future.  

Therefore, considering the current annual carbon market size, the average maximum world’s hydrogen 
production and CO2 avoidance made by methane pyrolysis could be approximately 8% and 16%, respectively. 
This scenario would imply that almost all the world’s consumed carbon must be provided by this technology. 
Thus, the relatively small worldwide carbon demand is the main drawback for the methane pyrolysis technology 
and that is why  is often labeled as “bridge technology” from fossil fuels to greener and more sustainable processes 
[20].  

Another interesting approach to propose a sustainable exit of the carbon surpluses, in order to increase the 
global production of hydrogen by methane pyrolysis, focuses on the storage of solid carbon as a back-up energy 
source for the future, when CO2 capture technologies are fully developed in the majority of chemical plants and 
the utilization of CO2 is considered as a reality.    
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2.6. Reactor design for the technology: the liquid tin bubble column 

The first-known manuscript wherein MM technology was proposed for hydrogen production is an US Patent 
in 1931 from Daniel Tyrer [21]. He proposed the use of molten iron to dissolve the carbon and subsequently to 
burn the mixture altogether with air in a different chamber. This enabled the formation of enough heat to provide 
to the process and also the necessary temperature to keep the iron molten.  

The second publication was released by Steinberg in 1999. He proposed a reactor concept that consisted of a 
molten metal bath of tin/copper in order to promote the heat transfer from the bath to the upcoming methane 
(upwards) in a bubbling reactor configuration. Thus, this technology is a relatively new field of research and 
therefore there is a manifold of approaches regarding the reactor design to determine the best reactor configuration 
for this technology. He also pointed out the benefits of this concept in terms of carbon separation, which would be 
placed on top of the molten metal bath, and the heat transfer enhancement [22].  

More recently, many efforts have been focused on the design of the liquid metal bubble column reactor 
(LMBCR), which works at high temperatures (750-1200 ℃) and atmospheric pressure. The physical mechanism 
wherein the methane cracking reaction occurs inside a LMBCR needs to be defined in order to predict which are 
the most important parameters that affect the reaction’s performance and how to optimize them for better yields 
and conversions. The papers describing the use of a molten metal bubble column do not explicitly explain how the 
reaction mechanism takes place inside the reactor, due to the difficulties to determine the physical phenomena 
inside such systems. The schematic view of the LMBCR is depicted below.  

 

Figure 2.6. Methane cracking reaction inside a LMBCR (MMs and temperature were arbitrarily chosen). 

Looking at Figure 2.6, it is observed that methane is fed at the bottom of the reactor, which has inside a molten 
metal bath of certain volume and a porous plate to distribute the different bubbles that are being formed from the 
contact of the gas with the liquid media. Furthermore, the reaction expressed in Eq. 2.1 takes place inside the 
bubble, which will increase its size due to hydrogen’s volumetric evolution (the expansion factor ε is 1) and will 
stop its growth either when full conversion is achieved or when the bubble interacts with the molten metal’s 
surface. In this particular moment, the bubble will disappear and the carbon will be deposited on top of the molten 
metal bath by difference in density, allowing full segregation of phases. Finally, the hydrogen will exit the reactor 
at the top with the unconverted methane towards further heat integration and purification steps.  
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Regarding the MM properties, the most employed one in the open literature is tin [23][24][25][26]. This is 
because of its high stability in liquid state, as the melting point is 231.9 °C and the boiling point, 2625 °C. 
Moreover, its low vapor pressure (1.1 Pa at 1300 K) reflects its low volatility. Its shrinkage on solidification (2.8%) 
ensures a good mechanical strength of the materials involved in the reactor fabrication such as quartz or stainless 
steel (SS), as it reduces its volume when cooling down the reactor after finishing the operation [27].   

Table 2.1 summarizes the scientific efforts regarding the development of a LMBCR in terms of operating 
conditions, type of MM and bubbles generator, residence times in the liquid (τL) phase along with the achieved 
methane conversions in the concept. 

Table 2.1. The LMBCR properties, operating conditions and methane conversions.  

Researchers Reactor 
material MM εL 

(%) 
τL 

(min) Bubbles generator T 
(℃) 

CH4 
conversion 

(%) 
Serban et al. [28] SS Tin 29 1.40 Mott porous filters 750 57 
Plevan et al. [23] SS Tin 52 0.70 1 mm orifice 900 18 
Geiβler et al. [29] Quartz Tin 87 6.10 0.5 mm orifice 1000 32 

 
Looking at Table 2.1, it is evident that for high-temperature operations (> 900 °C), it is not recommended the 

use of single SS reactors, due to the strong corrosion effects of molten tin with the steel at such conditions [26]. 
Therefore, quartz is chosen as the most suitable reactor material to replace SS because of its resistance to corrosion 
and its good mechanical stability at harsh conditions.  

It is remarkable for this concept that the MM does not intervene catalytically in the reaction, as it is solely the 
heat transfer media for the bubble to achieve the required temperature for the pyrolysis reaction. Thus, it seems 
reasonable that high liquid reactor hold-ups (εL) are desired in the system. However, taking into account the liquid 
hold-up for the three reactors, the highest methane conversion value (57%) was achieved with the lowest reaction 
temperature and liquid hold-up (29%). This result is against the afore-mentioned hypothesis and the reason under 
it could be the type of bubbles generator that is involved. The production of small bubbles along the reactor’s 
diameter improves the conversion of methane as more bubbles (i.e. more L-G interfacial areas) are available for 
the cracking reaction, even at the lowest temperature among the studies. The use of porous filters seems to be thus 
optimal compared to the single orifices proposed by Plevan and Geissler.  

The empirical essays confirm the physical phenomena presented in Figure 2.6 and it is inferred that the initial 
bubble size and type of distributor is of upmost importance for the concept. In fact, with the highest diameter of 
the orifice (1 mm) the lowest methane conversion was achieved, even though more than half of the reactor was 
filled with molten tin. This means that bigger bubbles are produced and thus less residence times are found inside 
the reactor, decreasing the overall conversion. Moreover, the use of an orifice does not disperse effectively the 
bubbles along the diameter of the reactor, causing loss of available bubbles for the reaction and thus contributing 
to the lack of conversion.  

With a reduction of 50% in the orifice size (i.e. 0.5 mm), and the highest liquid metal hold-up (87%), 
temperature (1000 °C), and residence time of the bubbles in the liquid among the three studies, the methane 
conversion slightly improved up to 32%. Nevertheless, this performance was not as efficient as the one reported 
by Serban et al. The use of a porous plate distributor, with high liquid hold-ups and reaction temperatures are thus 
acknowledged as the most important parameters to increase the reactor’s methane conversion performance. 
Finally, and concerning the reactor operation at industrial scale, the system cannot work at adiabatic conditions 
since it is an endothermic reaction, and eventually the necessary temperature for the pyrolysis would not be 
sustained. Therefore, continuous heat must be supplied. The operation is considered thus isothermal with 
continuous supply of energy, which can be provided either via gas-fired burning or via electricity in an electric 
furnace.  
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An innovative configuration of the LMBCR was proposed by Geiβler et al  in 2016 [26]. In this research, a 
highly-porous packed bed made of 12 mm long, 12 mm OD cylindrical quartz rings is embedded inside a 1268 
mm length, 40.6 mm ID quartz tube, filled with molten tin. The quartz tube is protected by a high-T, 1150 mm 
length and 49.25 mm ID stainless steel tube.  

The introduction of the packed bed enabled a more homogeneous and better control of the residence time from 
the bottom to the top, as the residence time decreases when increasing the bubble size due to the volumetric 
expansion of the reaction. The temperature range was 930-1175 °C and the methane flows varied from 50 to 200 
mLn/min. The maximum hydrogen yield (78%) was found at 1175 °C and 50 mLn/min, with less than 1.5 mol% 
of intermediate products.  

Regarding carbon formation, a 15-20 µm flake-shaped carbon powder with particle sizes around 40-100 nm 
was produced and deposited on top of the liquid metal surface. Finally, another type of carbon was also produced 
and deposited on the quartz walls, as a thin layer of around 10 µm size.        

2.7. Recent developments on alternative reactor designs and MMs for the concept 
 

Different approaches away of the LMBCR system have been considered as an alternative for the process. For 
instance, Schultz and Agar developed two different reactor concepts: the fluid wall reactor and the molten metal 
capillary reactor [24].  

On one hand, the fluid wall reactor consists of a porous reactor wall wherein helium gas is introduced through 
these pores. This technology does not employ molten metals for the reaction to take place. The main achievements 
were that long-term experimentation was possible in this process and a maximum conversion of 53% was obtained. 
The main drawback is the high diffusion of methane into the outer heating chamber that decreases the 
concentration of methane in the reaction zone and therefore the subsequent drop in conversion (7%) [24]. 

On the other hand, the slug flow (structured) reactor consists of spatially ordered microtubes in the reactor, 
and it provides excellent mass and heat transfers. In addition, a better flow distribution can be achieved along with 
low pressure drops (i.e. Taylor flow). In the study, using a 2 mm ID quartz glass capillary reactor, at 1100 °C, with 
molten tin and methane gas superficial velocity of 0.122 m/s it was found an overall methane conversion of 32%, 
without deposition of solid carbon in the reactor. Nevertheless, there are still major drawbacks of this technology, 
such as its costly manufacture together with the lack of industrial experience and difficulty to implement it at 
industrial scale [24]. Thus, although the concept seems promising for its further development, it was decided in 
this thesis to work with a known technology as it is the LMBCR.  

Regarding molten metal selection, it is of upmost importance as the properties of the metal will enhance (or 
limit) the overall performance of the process. In works like the one reported by Wang et al. [30], it was proposed 
molten magnesium as the liquid media for the thermal decomposition of methane. The main outcomes of this 
research were, firstly, that hydrogen production and carbon separation was proved to be possible using molten 
magnesium and, secondly, that the energy required to form one mole of hydrogen is 65.1% the energy needed in 
the SMR, for the same production. In addition, it was possible the decomposition of higher hydrocarbons (e.g. 
ethane, polyolefins) with little formation of intermediates. However, the stability of magnesium at the cracking 
temperatures was very low due to evaporation of the metal. This drawback, represents the main limitation for the 
scale-up of this process [30]. 

Martynov et al [31] and Gulevich et al [32] chose a Pb-Bi mixture as molten media for their Heavy Liquid 
Metal Coolant reactor. In this concept, CH4 is fed from the bottom by means of a porous gas distributor. Methane 
flows upwards the hot Pb-Bi molten bath, initiating the cracking process due to the high heat transfer from the 
MM to the methane bubbles. The produced carbon is accumulated at the top of the liquid media as a solid layer. 
Furthermore, the molten media enters a heating cycle from the bottom of the reactor, wherein heat is supplied in 
order to recover the appropriate temperature for cracking. Subsequently, the hot metal is again introduced at the 
top of the vessel and distributed by a sparger. Finally, at the reactor’s outlet a separation unit purifies the hydrogen 
product, which is collected for storage, and recycles the unconverted CH4 back to the process.  
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In contrast, Munera Parra and Agar have suggested the use of an alloy Ga/In/Sn, as the molten media in a slug-
flow capillary reactor. The main results were promising, reporting a methane conversion of 80% and a mean 
residence time of 1.36 s, at 1300 °C. Nevertheless, the stability of the slug-flow regime was not good enough and 
the conclusions derived from the study were driven towards an alternative reactor system [33].            

Furthermore, a scientific paper submitted by Upham et al. in the Science journal provided a comparison of 
catalytic activity for different molten media and it was reported that the liquid catalyst composed of 17% Nickel 
(Ni) – 83% Bismuth (Bi) had the highest rate of hydrogen production with a value of 9.0x10-8 mol H2 prod./cm2.s. 
However, the liquid catalyst that reported the highest conversion of methane (95%) was the one with 27% Ni – 
73% Bi at 1065 °C [34].  

Actually, this essay cannot be classified as thermal cracking but catalytic cracking, wherein Ni is employed as 
the most preferable active phase metal for cracking-related processes, thus high conversions and hydrogen rates 
are easily achieved. Nevertheless, this study constituted the starting point to consider Bi as one of the molten 
metals in this work, due to the above-mentioned advantages with Ni. In addition, Gallium (Ga) was specifically 
chosen due to its high H2 diffusion (9.4x10-4 cm2/s at 1000 K) as well as its low melting point (29.7 °C) and easy 
handling [35].  

 

2.8. Objectives and scope of the work 

The objectives and the scope established in this thesis can be further subdivided into Main Objective and 
Partial Objectives. The enumeration of the objectives can be found below.   

Main Objective of the thesis 

- Demonstration of the technology by using an in-house design of a quartz-based reactor (with available 
reaction volume over 350 cm3) in a bubble column configuration with a quartz porous plate and using pure 
gallium as molten metal. No reactor with these characteristics was tested before in open literature. 

Partial Objectives 

- Characterization of the molten metals (Ga, Bi) at high temperatures and in presence of oxidative, reductive 
and oxidative/reductive conditions to better understand and predict their behavior during reactive 
conditions. 
 

- Conversion measurements of thermal cracking of methane in empty reactors, to set a reference case, and 
with the presence of molten gallium to evaluate whether the liquid media acts as a catalyst or simply as a 
heat transfer media.  

 
- Evaluation of the influence of the liquid hold-up in the reactor in the overall methane conversion and 

carbon segregation. 
 

- Determination of the quality of the generated carbon. 
 

- Proposal of different plant configurations for the thermal cracking with molten metals at industrial scale. 
 

- Thermodynamic, techno-economic evaluations and sensitivity analysis for comparison between the 
proposed configurations and benchmark technologies. 
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3.  MATERIALS, REACTOR SET-UP & EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

3.1. Materials 

The materials used in this work and related information regarding their purity, physical conditions and supplier 
are presented in the Table 3.1.  

Table 3.1. Properties of the materials used in the thesis. 

Material Purity 
(%) 

Melting Point 
(°C) Physical Appearance Particle size 

(µm) Supplier 

Gallium (Ga) > 99.9 29.76 Solid metal inside plastic vessel - TNO 
Bismuth (Bi) > 99.9 271.4 Ingot-liked metal - TNO 
Carbon (C) 99.95 - Glassy, spherical powder 2-12 Sigma Aldrich 

 

3.2. Reactor Design and Experimental Apparatus 
  The proposed reactor for this thesis is an in-house fabrication, made by the TU/e’s Glass Workshop at the 

Matrix Building, following the measurements of Figure 3.1a and resulting in the reactor presented in the image in 
Figure 3.1b.          

                                                  

                    (a)                                                                                               (b) 

Figure 3.1. Reactor for the thermal cracking of methane via molten metal technology as  
(a) schematic drawing (units in mm) and (b) real aspect.  
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The reactor consists of a 3 mm thick quartz tube with the biggest standardized size of a quartz porous plate 
type P0, with its highest available nominal pore size (i.e. 160 – 250 µm) in order to reduce the pressure drop in the 
system. The reactor is placed inside a 360 mm height electrical oven (ELICRA Split Furnace), which implies that 
the maximum reaction zone is approximately 350 mm height. The available reaction volume is over 350 cm3. 
Moreover, 3 notches of 2 mm length are evenly created in one of the reactor walls for the thermocouples’ assembly 
in order to monitor the temperature profile along the reactor’s height. 

The setup for the experimental proof of concept of the technology can be expressed as a block diagram, and it 
is depicted in Figure 3.2a. The real aspect in presented in Figure 3.2b.  

 
(a) 

    
(b) 

Figure 3.2. Experimental apparatus in (a) block diagram (b) real aspect.  

Observing Figure 3.2a, the experimental apparatus can be easily described. The volumetric feed gas, controlled 
by its corresponding mass flow controllers, enters the U-shaped quartz reactor at atmospheric pressure. The reactor 
is embedded in an electrical oven with electrical resistances and ceramic isolation to withstand the high 
temperatures required for the reaction. It may achieve temperatures up to 1100 °C.  

Furthermore, the gas is preheated in the smaller inlet tube before reaching the porous plate distributor and it is 
expected that it achieves the reactor’s temperature, mainly due to its low mass heat capacity and the fact that no 
drop in temperature is registered by the different thermocouples that are placed along the reactor’s height. At the 
outlet of the reactor the gas is approximately at ambient conditions and no extra cooling is needed. For the Gas 
Chromatography analysis, a slight pressure difference of around 0.3 bar is necessary for its correct measure. This 
change in pressure is easily achieved by using a manually-actioned needle valve. In addition, a digital pressure 
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indicator, placed after the needle valve, enables a suitable control of the pressure difference in the system. All the 
gases are subsequently sent to the vent.  

The experiments that took place in the reactor were mostly blank experiments and experiments with the molten 
gallium placed inside. The lowest available flow rates in the apparatus to improve the residence time for cracking, 
and different reaction temperatures were tested. A summary of the experiments can be found in the following table 
and the discussion of the results is found later on the text, specifically in Chapters 4.2 and 4.3. 

Table 3.2. List of the experiments tested in the thesis: type of experiment and main operating conditions. 

Blank experiments: single-gas phase methane cracking 

N Feed Composition 
Ar-CH4 (%) 

Feed flow rate 
(mLstd/min) 

Thermocouples’ temperatures at the walls 
Tbottom 
(°C) 

Tmiddle 
(°C) 

Tup 
(°C) 

Tavg 
(°C) 

1 

50-50 450 

827 932 918 892 
2 841 942 942 908 
3 870 1011 1016 966 
4 884 1024 1005 971 
5 878 1028 1017 974 
6 882 1028 1019 976 
7 881 1038 1022 980 
8 922 1049 991 987 

Molten Metal Experiments: Proof of concept of the technology with 1 cm height of molten gallium 
1 

50-50 450 
730 716 635 693 

2 835 939 954 909 
Molten Metal Experiments: Proof of concept of the technology with 3 cm height of molten gallium 

1 50-50 450 836 951 962 916 
Molten Metal Experiments: Proof of concept of the technology with 5 cm height of molten gallium 

1 
50-50 450 

831 960 968 920 
2 811 976 1013 933 
3 822 995 1025 947 

Molten Metal Experiments: Proof of concept of the technology with 15 cm height of molten gallium 
1 

50-50 450 

830 866 842 846 
2 902 936 960 933 
3 830 1006 1026 954 
4 1073 1014 976 1021 
5 1076 1103 1080 1086 
6 1098 1134 1087 1106 
7 1119 1152 1087 1119 
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3.3. Characterization Methods 

In this chapter, the different analytical equipment used in the thesis as characterization methods are enumerated 
and briefly explained in the following sections. The main results of the analytical methods is further presented and 
explained in Chapter 4.  

3.3.1. Low-pressure Thermo-Gravimetric Analysis (TGA) 
The samples were exposed to oxidative and reducing atmospheres, sequentially at different temperatures to 

further investigate whether reaction between the molten metals and the gases take place. The chosen analytical 
method to verify this was the low-pressure thermo-gravimetric analysis. This analytical experiment deals with the 
change in mass of the sample with respect to the increase in temperature. The equipment used was from 
Rubotherm® technologies, and the information coming from it was only visual, as the weight change fluctuated 
very frequently. Thus, a bad reading of the weight could have been determined, leading to wrong conclusions. The 
TGA sequences for both reaction atmospheres are depicted below.   

            

a)                                                                                            b) 

Figure 3.3. TG Analysis of the a) oxidation procedure and b) reduction procedure. 

Looking at the figure, gradual heat-up of the samples from room temperature (R.T.) to high temperatures with 
coupled gas fed are considered the first steps in both atmospheres. After providing a suitable time for the possible 
reactions to take place at those conditions, the cooling procedure is subsequently activated until mild temperatures 
are reached (200 °C). Room temperature conditions are then achieved after stopping the oven of the equipment, 
and a new analytical cycle can start again.     

3.3.2. X-Ray powder Diffraction (XRD)  
XRD techniques were used to identify all the compounds of Ga and Bi after the TGA analysis. It was thought 

to carry out the experiments with 6 samples: Ga, Ga after oxidative and reductive treatment, Bi and Bi after 
oxidative and reductive atmospheres. Unfortunately, XRD patterns of Ga hydride (GaH3), Ga oxide (Ga2O3), Bi 
hydride (BiH3) and Bi oxide (Bi2O3) are not available and, thus, no samples of “possible” GaH3, Ga2O3 or Bi2O3 

were measured. However, the sample of “possible” BiH3 was taken due to its similar appearance with respect to 
Bi metal and also to determine whether it was an indication that Bi was not reduced. Therefore, the analysis of two 
samples (Bismuth metal and “possible” BiH3) were carried out in an XRD equipment (Rigaku® MiniFlex). The 
samples of Bi and Ga were grained prior introducing them into the equipment. The measurements were carried 
out from an angle from 10 to 80 Ɵ, in intervals of 0.02 Ɵ. The results can be found in Chapter 4.  

3.3.3. X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) 

The XPS is a surface analysis technique that allows the elemental identification and chemical state of the 
elements in the sample. Through this technique, it is possible to identify the relative composition of the constituents 
in the sample’s surface and the valence band structure. XPS data were recorded on a Kratos AXIS Ultra 
spectrometer equipped with a monochromatic AlKα X-ray source and a delay-line detector. The background 
pressure was 2.10-9 mbar. CasaXPS data processing software was used for peak fitting and quantification, where 
all binding energies were referenced to the C 1s line at 284.6 eV. The XPS was used to identify the sample of the 
Bi/Ga “alloy” on the alumina support and the results of this study are also presented in Chapter 4.     
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3.3.4. Gas Chromatography (GC) 
The quantification of the outlet gases from the reactor were carried out by Gas Chromatography. Specifically, 

the Agilent Technologies’ 490 Micro GC was employed for such purpose. The Micro GC consists of two modules 
with two different columns for molecular sieving. In fact, the first column is a molecular sieve of 5Å which utilizes 
Helium as carrier gas and detects gases such as argon, methane and carbon dioxide. The second one is called a 
COx column that uses argon as carrier gas and detects helium, hydrogen, air and also methane. The sample enters 
the GC and it splits and runs in parallel through the modules, wherein an external standard method is performed.  

3.3.5. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) & Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectra (EDX) 
The SEM injects a focused electron beam over a surface to create an image. It is often used to obtain 

information regarding the surface topography and composition. With this purpose, the SEM was employed to 
determine the morphology of the Ga/Bi “alloy” sample after temperature treatment. The equipment used was 
Quanta 3D FEG and the resulting images can be consulted in Chapter 4.1.5.  

The EDX analysis is a technique of elemental analysis associated to electron microscopy. It is based on the 
generation of X rays that reveals the presence of elements present in the sample. The information obtained from 
the EDX is qualitative and quantitative, and it also provides the abundance of the elements in the sample. The 
EDX analysis was carried out in a Phenom World’s Pro equipment for the Ga-Bi alloy and the carbon samples 
that were previously analyzed in the SEM, also in the same equipment. Its information was used to confirm the 
XPS and Raman Spectroscopy results for the Ga-Bi alloy and Carbon samples, respectively. As a complementary 
analysis, the main information is reported in the Appendix section 9.12.  

3.3.6. Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) Surface Area Analysis 
For the characterization of the produced carbon, the determination of the surface area and the average pore 

size was necessary. These properties are achieved following the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller theory, which states that 
the specific surface area of materials can be obtained via physisorption of gas molecules on the material’s solid 
surface. A BET’s Surface Area Analysis equipment was therefore used for such reason; its simplicity and high 
accuracy makes it a reliable technology for assessing carbon’s properties.  

The analysis was performed in two steps: degassing method for sample’s cleanup and surface area analyzer. 
A degassing cleaning method for 6 h, in inert atmosphere with N2 at 300 °C and vacuum pressure was carried out 
before going to the analyzer. The cleanup step is compulsory in order to eliminate the impurities of the sample and 
to prepare it for the analyzer. Weighting of the materials before and after the clean-up are also mandatory prior the 
start of the surface area analysis. Moreover, cryogenic conditions are required in the analyzer and this is achieved 
by using liquid N2 at 77 K as refrigerant. The samples are placed inside the N2 bath, allowing the start of the 
analysis. After the operation, the BET surface areas and average pore sizes of the material are obtained, along with 
many more and detailed information. Three carbon samples, produced at 950, 1000 and 1030 °C were tested in 
order to evaluate the influence of carbon’s formation temperature with the surface area and the results are presented 
in Section 4.2.2.3. 

3.3.7. Raman Spectroscopy 
Carbonaceous materials are in a variety of different configurations such as graphite, graphene, diamond or 

carbon black. Therefore, a characterization technique is required to differentiate the type of carbonaceous material 
that is obtained in the methane decomposition reaction. Raman spectroscopy has been proven as the most sensitive 
and reliable one for this type of characterization. The technique consists of injecting a laser beam of a specific 
wavelength to drive the C-C bonds to an excitation state that allows the measurement and the obtaining of the 
Raman Spectra. Moreover, Raman spectroscopy is capable to characterize symmetric covalent bonds with little or 
none dipole moments (i.e. C-C bonds). It also provides information about the structure of the carbonaceous 
material and therefore it was the chosen technique to assess the quality of the obtained carbon [36]. In real practice, 
the carbon samples were tested in a WITec Alpha 300 Raman Spectrometer using a laser beam with the intrinsic 
intensity of a 633 nm laser, which obtained the spectra for the sample. The results are presented in Chapter 4.2.2.1.  
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4. EXPERIMENTS & RESULTS 
In this chapter, the main experiments for the proof of concept of the process are described and the main results 

and conclusions are also given.   

4.1. Preliminary studies  

The preliminary studies tackle the evaluation of the molten metals chosen in this thesis (Gallium and Bismuth) 
in terms of stability at high temperatures under reductive/oxidative atmospheres. A more detailed explanation of 
the experiments can be found in the following sections.   

4.1.1. The behavior of the molten metals at high temperatures 

Ga, Bi and Ga + Bi samples were placed on top of a ceramic material (Al2O3) and were heated in a conventional 
oven (Nabertherm® equipment) up to 500 °C. Furthermore, the samples were cooled down until room temperature 
and subsequently heated till 1000 °C. The oven allows the entrance of atmospheric air and thus oxidation 
conditions hold in the operation. The outcome is shown below. 

 

Figure 4.1. The behavior of the molten metals as a function of temperature.  

Looking at Figure 4.1, the standalone Ga sample only suffered a superficial transformation in form of a dark 
thin layer, easily removed with a simple stick and therefore it is concluded that Ga’s stability is high enough to 
withstand these extreme temperatures. Likewise, the standalone Bi sample after heat-up to 500 °C did not suffer 
major changes. Nevertheless, its treatment at 1000 °C provoked the diffusion of the metal through the alumina 
support and a change in the color of the sample was evidenced, turning from its characteristic black color to a 
green-like pigment. This phenomenon can most likely be explained by the interaction of the oxygen of the alumina 
with the bismuth at such temperatures, resulting in Bi2O3, which has a characteristic yellow color.  

Finally, when putting these metals together, no significant transformation was observed at 500 °C. However, 
at 900 °C a change in the shape of the sample is appreciated and it seemed that part of it reacted with the available 
oxygen inside the oven, as suggested by the incandescent part of the sample. The final appearance of the sample 
is completely different from the one at the beginning, concluding that new compounds have been created, probably 
oxidized forms of these metals. Its characterization was possible due to the XPS analysis, whose results are 
provided and explained in Chapter 4.1.4.    
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4.1.2. TGA results and isolated essays for determining the characterization of the metals.  

Due to the oxidation/reduction environment, the metals Ga and Bi behaved differently. The results are given below.  

                                           

(a)                                                                               (b)  

 Figure 4.2. The behavior of (a) Ga and (b) Bi in oxidative/reactive atmospheres. 

Looking at Figure 4.2a, the appearance of both oxidized and reduced gallium forms are slightly different. In 
the oxidized form, it is observed again the formation of a black superficial layer on top of the gallium that suggests 
a formation of a protective layer to diminish the metal oxidation, but does not necessarily confirms that the layer 
is actually Ga2O3.  

In fact, this theory was confirmed in a later step in the thesis when heating up the reactor, which had 
considerable carbon formation and rests of molten gallium at temperatures over 950 °C in an electrical oven. The 
reactor was left inside the oven for 24 h and the results were astonishing. The appearance of the reactor after the 
heating treatment is shown below.  

                       

Figure 4.3. Appearance of the reactor after heat-up at 950 °C and 24 h. Full reactor (left) and close-up (right).  

Looking at Figure 4.3, a white powder was formed after the oxidation of the remaining gallium with the air 
flow inside the oven. After literature research, it was confirmed that the white powder corresponds to the beta 
crystal structure of gallium oxide (β-Ga2O3) and it is the most stable oxidized form of gallium [37]. Moreover, it 
is originated by the reaction between gallium and air at temperatures above 850 °C and it also presents the same 
morphology and color than the same found in Figure 4.3. From the preliminary studies in 3.3.1, the presence of 
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the superficial layer on top of the gallium prevented the formation of the oxide and it was probably formed due to 
the rapid increase in temperature in the TGA analysis, with overall oxidation time of less than 8 hours. Same 
behavior is found in section 4.1.1, although the formed layer in the Ga-Bi alloy was thinner and it allowed the 
formation of the oxide at temperatures near 1000 °C.       

Furthermore, regarding the reductive atmosphere in gallium, it is known in open literature that the 
hydrogenated forms of gallium, such as gallium (I) hydride (GaH) and gallium (III) hydride (GaH3), are either in 
the gas phase at room temperature (GaH) or decomposed above -15 °C (GaH3) [38]. These evidences discard that 
the “reduced” form obtained in the TGA can be actually attributed to GaH3. The powder-like appearance of the 
sample can be explained as a physical response of gallium to high temperatures (900 °C) and considerable exposure 
times (8 hours).  

Regarding bismuth behavior in oxidative atmosphere, the same observation was found as in section 4.1.1. 
Bismuth diffuses through the alumina basket and interacts with the available oxygen in the basket and also with 
the provided air and forms Bi2O3, with has a yellow color and it is clearly visible in Figure 4.2b. For the reduced 
conditions, the appearance is the same as in normal bismuth, which could indicate that no chemical transformation 
was produced. The XRD result will determine whether the sample is still elemental Bi or if a new compound is 
formed.  

To sum up, the behavior of gallium and bismuth in reductive and oxidative atmospheres is very diverse. For 
the oxidative conditions, the formation of oxides could destabilize the normal operation of the metals inside the 
bubble column. Fortunately, no air will be fed in the experimental nor in the industrial scale operation and therefore 
this scenario is unlikely to be produced. For the reductive atmospheres, both metals present slight changes that do 
not compromise its properties inside the reactor and it is reasonable to say that their stability will remain constant 
regardless the operation time.    

4.1.3. XRD Results 

The patterns of the XRD experiments for the samples of elemental Bi and Bi after reductive atmospheres are 
presented below. 

 

Figure 4.4. XRD patterns for Bismuth metal and Bismuth after reductive atmospheres.  

Looking at Figure 4.4, both XRD patterns match at high extent, excepting two little peaks indicated by blue 
arrows. These peaks could have appeared due to impurities in the sample and not necessarily to a bismuth hydride.  

The conclusion from this test is that bismuth was not reduced in the TGA analysis and this possible bismuth 
hydride was therefore not formed. This conclusion is also supported by the open literature, which states that 
bismuthine (BiH3) is a very unstable compound with a boiling point of 16.8 °C and it is decomposed to elemental 
bismuth and hydrogen quite fast [39].    
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4.1.4. XPS Results  
The XPS results for the sample of Bi/Ga “alloy” is shown below.  

 

Figure 4.5. XPS results of the Bi/Ga “alloy”. 

Looking at Figure 4.5, the different graphs correlate the intensity of a signal, in counts per second (CPS), with 
the binding energies of specific compounds and elements in the sample. The results show that Ga2O3 and Bi2O3 
are the most abundant compounds of the sample, as reflected in the high intensity of their peaks with 110000 and 
35000 cps, respectively. The appearance and characteristic white and yellow colors for the oxidized metals confirm 
the reasoning explained in sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3.   

Regarding mass concentration, Ga and Bi are the predominant elements in the sample in terms of mass 
concentration, with 30.65 and 47.48 wt. %, respectively. The mass distribution is completed with 16.91 wt. % of 
atomic oxygen and carbon impurities of less than 5 wt. %. No other compounds/elements were encountered.       

4.1.5. SEM Results 
The SEM images from the Ga/Bi “alloy” sample are presented below.  

(a)                                                           (b)                                                          (c)  

Figure 4.6. SEM images of a Ga/Bi “alloy” treated at 100 °C at (a) 100 (b) 5,000 and (c) 10,000 magnifications.  

Looking at Figure 4.6a, it is noticeable that the sample possesses an irregular morphology with plain zones 
and porous zones in different locations of the sample. Increasing the magnifications, in Figure 4.6b, a porous 
amorphous structure dominates, which is related to the now confirmed formation of the metal oxides (i.e. 
Bi2O3/Ga2O3). Finally, at 10,000 magnifications, a geometrical media is present. Different polyhedral structures 
are identified, which suggests the presence of the Ga and Bi metals in their 0 oxidation state although this 
hypothesis has not been yet confirmed.  
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4.2. Methane pyrolysis in absence of molten metals (blank experiments)  
In order to evaluate better the contribution of the molten metal to the methane pyrolysis, first thermal cracking 

experiments in gas phase have been carried out for a 50% Ar - 50% CH4 mixture at temperatures ranging from 
850 to 1000 °C. These blank experiments mainly focus on achieving conversion values at different cracking 
temperatures and on the identification of plausible reaction intermediates that could also be formed in the pyrolysis 
with molten metals. Furthermore, this study also allows to conclude what is the quality of the carbon when 
performing the cracking on a molten metal or in an empty reactor. 

4.2.1. Blank experiments of the thermal cracking of methane  
The main operating conditions and results, related to the thermal cracking of methane, are presented below. 

Table 4.1. Blank experiments of the thermal cracking of methane. 

Total Inlet Gas Flow 
(mLstd/min) 

Tbottom 
(°C) 

Tmiddle 
(°C) 

Tup 
(°C) 

Tavg  
(°C) 

Residence Time  
at Tavg (s) 

CH4 conversion  
(%) 

450 827 932 918 892 11.93 35-38 

450 841 942 942 908 11.77 63 

450 870 1011 1016 966 11.66 69 

450 884 1024 1005 971 11.18 61 

450 878 1028 1017 974 11.15 60 

450 882 1028 1019 976 11.13 59 

450 881 1038 1022 980 11.10 76 

450 922 1049 991 987 11.04 76 

 
Observing the temperature distribution in Table 4.1, it is remarkable the rapid fluctuation in temperature from 

the bottom to the upper part of the reaction zone. At lower temperatures, the differences are considerable. For 
example, in the first essay the temperature at the bottom differs 105 °C from the temperature at the middle and 91 
°C from the same at the upper part, being the distance between both measurement points of only 16 and 32 cm, 
respectively. Thus, high temperature distributions occur inside the blank reactor and it is difficult to predict the 
actual mean temperature inside it, wherein the actual cracking occurs. Moreover, quartz does not transfer heat 
effectively compared to pure metals or steels. This lack of temperature homogeneity also affects the achieved 
conversions.   

Looking at the Table 4.1, for a constant gas flow rate it is noticeable an increasing trend in the methane 
conversion with respect to the average reactor temperature in the walls. For instance, at 892 °C the achieved 
methane conversions are within the range 35-38%, however this conversion value doubles in less than 100 °C of 
temperature increment. This confirms the trends shown in Figure 2.4, when a steep increase in the equilibrium 
methane conversion was found in the 500-800 °C range. Nevertheless, the actual conversion values are sensitively 
lower with respect to the ones at equilibrium conditions. Again, the reasoning is the poor temperature homogeneity 
and also the indetermination of the actual temperature that governed the reaction in those set of experiments.  

Concerning the thermal expansion of the gases, as a result of the gradual increase in temperature, it does not 
seem to play a big role on a change in residence time because the differences from the lower and higher temperature 
bounds were less than one second. To sum up, relatively high conversions were achieved principally due to the 
increase in temperature, although the equilibrium conversion values were never reached because of temperature 
maldistribution.   
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4.2.2. Carbon formation at high temperatures (950–1030 °C) at the core of the reactor  

The produced carbon at such conditions can be appreciated in Figure 4.7.  

                 

Figure 4.7. Carbon formation images in a 64% Ar – 36% CH4 gas mixture at 1000 °C and 1.3 bar.  

From the figure, it is observed that the carbon accumulates on the reactor walls forming a laminar, flake-like 
structure. Moreover, some other carbon was also accumulated in a powder form at the reactor’s outlet, when in 
principle no reaction takes place there, as the temperature in this zone is room temperature. This means that carbon 
is created in the reaction zone but ends up in the upper parts of the reactor mainly due to an increase of its velocity 
because of gas expansion from room to reaction temperature. The carbon is then “dispersed” and accumulated on 
the reactor walls and inside the outlet tube, creating high pressure drops. Furthermore, this carbon has been 
characterized in order to assess the quality of the by-product for marketable interests. The characterization 
techniques applied to the carbon samples were Raman Spectroscopy, SEM and BET Surface Area for determining 
the type of carbonaceous material, their spatial structures and their actual surface areas and mean pore sizes, 
respectively. The results of the different analysis are shown in the next chapters.   

 Raman Spectroscopy Results 
The Raman Spectra for the carbon samples were identical in all forms (i.e. film carbon and powder carbon). 

In order to determine the type of carbonaceous material, comparison with Raman spectra in the literature is 
mandatory. Two different spectra were compared. The first one corresponded to the characteristic Raman spectra 
of the carbon samples, whereas the second one is the obtained spectra for carbon black from a bibliographic source. 
Both spectra are presented in Figure 4.8.   

 
(a)                                                                                                (b) 

Figure 4.8. Raman Spectra for (a) carbon samples (b) carbon black (taken from [40]).  
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Looking at Figure 4.8, two characteristic peaks are observed in both spectra within the Raman shift range of 
1300-1600 cm-1. More specifically, both peaks are observed at 1340 and 1580 cm-1, respectively. In fact, the 1340 
cm-1 peak belongs to the so-called “diamond band” and the 1580 cm-1 one is embedded in the “graphite band”. 
The combination of both configurations results in the characteristic structure of carbon black and therefore, as both 
figures match at great extent, the obtained carbon in the reaction is assessed as carbon black and its selling price 
for the industrial process must be the one stablished by the global carbon black market.   

 SEM Results  

The carbon samples, formed at 950, 1000 and 1030 °C, were evaluated in a SEM Equipment (PhenomWorld) 
for observing the microstructures of the carbon material. The images are shown below.   

     
       (a)                                                          (b)                                                         (c) 

       

       (d)                                                          (e)                                                         (f) 

Figure 4.9. SEM images of porous carbon at (a) 920 (b) 1300 (c) 4100 and (d) 7500 magnifications. SEM images 
of laminar carbon at (e) inner side and (f) outer side with (e) 5600 and (f) 280 magnifications, respectively. 

As shown in Figure 4.9a-d, the SEM for the powder carbon reflects a priori high porosity as reasonable 
voidance is appreciated in the structure. Going further in the magnifications, the micro-structure is revealed and 
the existence of carbon agglomerations is evident. A mean particle size of around 1 µm is attributed to the  
agglomerates, wherein a more pronounced voidance is clear (Figure 4.9d). This apparent porosity infers that the 
carbon material possesses high surface areas for gas-adsorption, although this hypothesis must be validated by 
BET analysis to determine the surface area of the pores, which are not visible at the SEM scales. Moreover, in the 
inner part of the laminar carbon (Figure 4.9e), a more compact structure is observed. This is explained due to the 
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“packing” of the carbon agglomerates on the reactor walls as part of the laminar carbon formation. The sudden 
creation of the micro-thick layer does not allow the free distribution of the agglomerates along the reactor’s height, 
thus less porosity is found. Finally, in Figure 4.9f, the outer part shows the perfectly smoothed carbon layer that 
was in contact with the quartz walls, adopting its even structure and its lack of porosity is evident.            

 BET Surface Area Results   
Four different carbon powders, according to their formation temperature, were analyzed by BET in order to 

determine the surface area and the mean pore size. The results are presented below.  

Table 4.2. BET surface areas and mean pore sizes of the carbon samples at different formation temperatures.  

Carbon Powder  BET Surface Area (m2/g) Mean Pore Size (nm) 
950 °C 3.58 6.91  

1000 °C 2.92  6.79  
1030 °C 3.35  6.88   

 

Looking at Table 4.2, it is remarkable the low BET surface area values of the carbon black samples for all the 
range of formation temperatures. All surface areas are below 5 m2/g, which is a value 16 times lower than the 
average surface areas for carbon black (60-80 m2/g). This can be explained by the rapid formation of this carbon 
due to relatively low residence times (seconds) in the reactor and it is independent from the considered formation 
temperatures of the carbon. Geiβler et al. also determined BET surface areas that were lower than the average, 
with values ranging from 8 to 23 m2/g [29]. Furthermore, other authors reported that carbon black, produced at 10 
seconds of residence time and temperatures among 1200-1350 °C, presented a BET surface area of 8 m2/g [41]. 
Taking into account the plausible catalytic effect that carbon could produce to the reaction, as mentioned in Chapter 
2, it is concluded that carbon produced by methane pyrolysis possesses no catalytic properties and cannot be sold 
as activated carbon or similar materials, whatsoever. Its quality is therefore assessed as non-adsorptive carbon 
black by-product and its market sale price is set accordingly.        

4.3. Methane pyrolysis with gallium filling 

The experiments regarding the methane decomposition by using gallium as liquid media are presented in this 
section. The experiments were mainly driven towards the validation of the technology, and the influence of several 
variables on the process performance were evaluated. In these experiments, the same volumetric flow rates were 
used as in the single-phase methane cracking, in order to determine whether the molten metal has any positive 
effect in the overall methane conversion. Four different liquid hold-ups were tested: 3%, 9%, 14% and 43%. The 
operating conditions and main results of these tests are collected and presented in the following table. Moreover, 
images from before and after the different set of experiments are provided. These photos were taken from the top 
view of the reactor, wherein the molten metal can fully be appreciated.   

Table 4.3. Main operating conditions and results for the methane pyrolysis with molten gallium. 

εL 

(%)  
Tavg 
(°C) 

Methane 
Conversion (%) τL (s) τG (s) Visual Observation 

Initial Final 

3 910 N/A 0.35 11.4 

  

9 920 N/A 1.05 10.6 
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Table 4.3. Main operating conditions and results for the methane pyrolysis with molten gallium (cont.). 

εL 

(%)  
Tavg 
(°C) 

Methane 
Conversion (%) τL (s) τG (s) Visual Observation 

Initial Final 

14 

920 69 

1.64 9.78 

  

933 67 

947 74 

43 

846 61 

5.05 6.48 

  

933 56 
954 72 

1021 80 
1086 83 
1106 87 
1119 91 

 
Looking at Table 4.3, for the 3 and 9% experiments, bubbling regime was achieved easily at low Ar flow rates 

(i.e. 100 - 300 mLstd/min) and 300 °C. The highest ΔP at these conditions was 0.2 – 0.3 bar, caused partly by the 
additional hydrostatic pressure of the molten metal on the uprising feed. When using the feed composition for the 
cracking processes and wall temperatures close to 700 °C, negligible methane conversions were obtained. This is 
an odd value because the equilibrium conversion at such conditions is nearly 60%.  

At temperatures around 910-920 °C and 30 minutes of reaction time, partial carbon deposition on top of the 
metal was achieved in both cases, which means that methane was actually being decomposed but unfortunately 
the conversion values could not be determined. In addition, solid carbon was also found on the reactor walls at the 
upper parts, meaning that single-gas phase thermal cracking occurred after the unconverted methane left the bath 
of molten gallium. Looking at the visual observation section in the table, it is evident that carbon is produced at 
bigger quantities in the 9% experiments at the similar reaction times, which could lead to higher conversions in 
this case, although this must be confirmed first by determining the actual methane conversion as such conditions.   

Furthermore, observing the set of experiments at 14% liquid hold-up, better results were achieved as the 
determination of the conversions at different temperatures was possible. At 14% and average temperatures from 
920 to 947 °C, conversions in the order of 70-75% were reached. Product of this performance is the tremendous 
amount of carbon deposited at the top of the molten gallium, as indicated in the image.  

Concerning the highest tested liquid hold-up, it has more than 3 times the residence time at the liquid compared 
to the previous case. Moreover, the highest temperatures of the study were reached for these set of experiments, 
and this is explained due to the high heat storage capability of the molten gallium to ensure the reaction temperature 
and to generate a heat inertia that goes from the bottom to the top of the reactor. Said this, the heat losses are lower 
than for the rest of the cases and thus high conversions are expected. However, the methane conversion for the 
900-950 °C temperature range is less than the same compared to 14% εL. The reason lies on the fact that the 
temperature maldistribution in the reactor at 43% εL is slightly worse than that with the 14% εL, as observed again 
in Table 3.2. The temperature homogeneity improves the conversion of the latter around 2 to 10%, highlighting 
the importance of a suitable temperature control at the industrial scale concept that must be followed in order not 
to lose productivity and profitability.  

On top of that, from average temperatures above 1000 °C, more than 80% of the fed methane is converted and 
for experiments above 1100 °C, conversion values of approximately 90% were achieved. This constituted the best 
performance ever experienced along the thesis, with the peak conversion value of 91% at 1119 °C. The visual 
legacy is the stratification of different carbon layers placed on top of the molten metal, providing powerful insights 
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of how this process could behave at industrial scale, and how carbon should therefore be separated from the molten 
media.  

To sum up, the thermal cracking of methane via molten gallium was validated experimentally. For all the 
tested liquid hold-ups, carbon was deposited on top of the gallium’s surface and segregation from the gas phase 
was gradually improved, as more molten gallium was added for the cracking process. Considering the highest two 
hold-ups of the study, little deposition of carbon on the reactor walls was found and carbon accumulation inside 
the reactor’s outlet pipes did not occur, allowing operation times higher than 40 min, which was the maximum 
limit for a single-run, gas phase methane cracking.  

Additionally to the study, the comparison of the results of the experiments with molten gallium with respect 
to the same with molten tin, reported earlier in literature, and the ones from thermal cracking are presented in the 
following table.  

Table 4.4. Methane pyrolysis with molten gallium. Comparison with literature data and thermal cracking.  

Reactor Concept LMBCR Thermal 
cracking 

Source Own experimentation (OE) Literature (same as Table 2.1) OE 
Type of MM Gallium Tin - 

Porous Plate? Yes Yes  No No Yes 
εL (%) 3 9 14 43 29 52 87 - 
τL (s) 0.35 1.05 1.64 5.05 84 42 366 - 
τG (s) 11.4 10.6 9.78 6.48 204 39 54 11.93 

Tavg (°C) 910 920 920-947 846-1119 750 900 1000 892-987 
 Conversion (%) N/A N/A 69-74 61-91 57 18 32 35-76 

 

Looking at Table 4.4, the comparison of the technologies is made considering the parameters of liquid hold-
up, residence times at the molten bath and gas phase along with the average reactor temperature and methane 
conversion. Concerning the type of gas distributor, the performance of the gallium in the reactor is substantially 
higher using a porous plate than for the ones that distribute the gas in a single orifice fashion in the molten tin 
reactor. In fact, the residence times in the latter are dramatically higher (i.e. 42 and 366 s vs 5.05 s) as well as the 
liquid hold-ups, with 52 and 87% against the 43% for the gallium reactor. The explanation of this phenomena was 
previously explained and the basis was focused on the bubbles distribution, which is a key parameter even greater 
than the liquid hold-up or the residence time at the liquid. The porous plate is therefore the best alternative for gas 
distribution inside a liquid metal and it is concluded that it is the most important factor to take into account when 
it comes to industrial reactor design.  

Comparing the LMBCRs with porous gas distributors from the literature and the one developed during this 
Thesis, it is noticeable that the highest methane conversion was achieved in the molten gallium reactor at 43% εL, 
with a conversion of 91% at 1119 °C, having almost 17 times less molten metal residence time than the one in the 
literature. Moreover, it is evident that the operating temperatures of both systems are very different, but looking at 
the lowest bound of the temperature range  for the 43% gallium experiments (846 °C), with almost 100 °C more 
than the one in literature the conversion achieved in this case is 61%, having almost 50% of more molten metal in 
the system compared to the first. Therefore, it is concluded for the reactor’s optimization that having both greater 
residence times at the liquid phase and also higher liquid hold-ups substantially enhance the reactor’s performance 
and higher conversions are obtained.  

Regarding the comparison with thermal cracking experiments in the empty reactor, again better methane 
conversions were achieved with the molten gallium reactor, even at temperatures lower than 900 °C (61% vs 31%). 
The main cause is the improved temperature homogeneity of the molten gallium reactor due to the metal properties 
in terms of heat transfer. The heat is stored and higher reaction extents are reached.  
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5. ASPEN PLUS SIMULATION OF THE TECHNOLOGY 
5.1. Basics of the simulation & general unit operations of the industrial process  
One of the key points when assessing a new technology and validating its proof of concept is the economic 

feasibility at industrial scale, in order to conclude whether the technology can be marketable in the future or 
whether it is still in an early stage of development. The process simulation at industrial scale of the technology has 
been carried out using Aspen® Plus v10 for a hydrogen production capacity of 0.75 kg/s, which has the same 
capacity as the one reported in an economic evaluation made by Spallina et al. for the SMR processes with and 
without carbon capture technologies [42]. Comparisons are therefore made and they are presented later on in the 
thesis, in Chapters 5.3 and 6.5.  

The main process consists of a reaction stage, a heat integration step and a purification & compression stage 
of the H2 product. In the reaction stage, natural gas (70 bar and 15 °C) is pre-heated up to 500°C and set up to the 
reactor pressure before entering the pyrolytic reactor, which operates at 1100 °C and 30 bar. The molten metal 
filling inside the reactor accounts for the 75% the total volume of the reactor, being the remained percentage the 
gas hold-up of the reactor. In an optimistic point of view, the reaction in Eq. 2.1 takes place with a 100% methane 
conversion and no side-reactions occur. This is not completely accurate due to the fact that methane conversion is 
hindered by the increase in the reactor pressure, although these changes in conversion are considered to be small 
at high temperatures (see Figure 2.3). Furthermore, the molten metal is responsible for the total phases segregation 
between the products hydrogen (gas) and carbon (solid). Hydrogen exits the reactor at the top and carbon is 
deposited on the surface of the molten metal, and it exits the reactor by using the gravity force, a high-temperature 
resistant pipe material and a series of reducing valves, which are placed along the pipe to decrease the pressure to 
1 bar. 

The heat integration stage focuses on providing the necessary heat/cooling requirements of the different 
streams/units of the process. The most important heat integration stage occurs in the burner, which provides the 
energy demanded by the reactor via combustion of fuel with air. The source of fuel determines the overall scheme 
of the process, which will be discussed in subsequent sections. Concerning the heat/cooling needs of the different 
streams, shell-and-tube heat exchangers with a wide range of exchange areas are the chosen heat transfer units of 
the process. On the one hand, a series of heat exchangers are required to reduce the temperature of H2 up to PSA 
conditions, before its compression. On the other hand, the collected carbon outside the reactor is introduced into a 
subsequent heat-exchanging process, reaching its market conditions of 30 °C and 1 bar.             

Furthermore, the purification of the H2 is done by means of a Pressure Swing Adsorption (PSA) unit, which 
works at 50 °C and achieves a H2 marketable purity of 99.99%. The compression of the H2 is performed in a multi-
stage compressor with inter-stage cooling. In fact, 3 stages are required to compress the H2 up to the product 
pressure specifications (150 bar and 30 °C) before sell.  

Finally, the necessary electricity for the compressors and for other equipment throughout the process can be 
achieved by a Low-Pressure Steam Turbine (LP-ST) system. The use of these systems depends on the source of 
fuel selected and a better description can be found in the following chapters.       

5.2. Case scenarios of the industrial process depending on the fuel source  
The simultaneous sell of both products (H2 and carbon) is essential for the feasibility of this energy-demanding 

process. However, the burner requires fuel for the combustion and these two products can be used for that purpose. 
Especially, three sources of fuel (carbon, hydrogen and natural gas) were considered in three different scenarios, 
most of them with and without carbon capture & storage technology (CCS). A final scenario considers the heat 
supply to the reactor via electricity input in an electric arc furnace (EAF) equipment to avoid extra CO2 emissions 
and the partial burnt of hydrogen or carbon, which are the valuable products for a suitable process economics. The 
Process Flow Diagrams (PFD) along with the Mass & Energy balances of each scenario is found in Appendix 9.9.  

The CCS technology considered for the study is a conventional post-combustion carbon capture that employs 
monoethanolamine (MEA), an amine-based solvent, for the chemical absorption of CO2. After the absorption, 
solvent recovery is made in a stripping column using steam as stripping agent, which absorbs the CO2 from the 
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MEA and it also demands considerable amounts of energy. The CO2 is separated from the steam in a water 
condensation stage and is pure enough for compression, up to 110 bar, in a multi-stage compression of 3 steps and 
inter-stage cooling to 30 °C. The regenerated solvent exits the stripping column and enters the absorption column 
for a new cycle, after heat exchanging with the rich-CO2 amine stream that comes from the bottom of the absorber.  

The assumptions related to the CO2 separation efficiency of the CCS technology are the ones reported in the 
European project CAESAR, using the same technology but applied to a Natural Gas Combined Cycle plant 
(NGCC) with carbon capture [43]. A CO2 removal efficiency of 90.52% was considered in the Aspen® Plus 
simulation cases with CO2 capture. Said this, a brief introduction of the scenarios is presented below.    

5.2.1. Case 1: Process simulation using carbon as fuel source with and without CCS 
The first scenario assumes the partial burnt of the carbon produced in the process, in order to meet the energy 

demands of the pyrolytic reactor.  

The advantage of using carbon is encountered in a thermodynamic point of view. By burning carbon, the 
production of H2 per mol of natural gas reaches its maximum and therefore less natural gas is needed in the process, 
reducing significantly the operating expenses. Nevertheless, there are many disadvantages in using carbon, mainly 
due to the fact that is the most valuable product, with a selling price ranging at the lowest bound from 300 
euros/tonne (metallurgic coke), according to purity and industrial applications. The increase in CO2 emissions, 
product of its combustion, is also undesirable. This scenario is, in principle, the less advantageous of the three.     

Concerning the power production, a steam turbine unit is needed to meet partially the electricity demand of 
the technology. This steam turbine operates at low pressure conditions (30 bar, 366 °C) and provides part of the 
electricity for the hydrogen compressors and other equipment of the plant (e.g. centrifugal pumps, air blower).   

5.2.2. Case 2: Process simulation using hydrogen as fuel source  
This case focuses on the partial usage of hydrogen as fuel source for the burner. This option is, in principle, 

detrimental to the overall sales revenues, as less hydrogen can be sold. However, hydrogen as fuel offers great 
advantages. For instance, this alternative is inherently a CCS technique as the main product of the combustion of 
hydrogen is steam, which means that no CO2 is emitted from the exhaust gases. Thus, no CCS technology is needed 
and a great amount of capital and operating costs can be avoided. In addition, carbon sale is maximized because 
no amount is used for energy production and thus all of it can entirely be sold at a considerable high price, found 
in Appendix 9.1.  

Regarding power production, no NGCC unit has to be implemented in the process, as the amount of LP steam 
generated for the LP-ST system is more than enough to compensate the electricity requirements of the H2 
compressors, air blower and centrifugal pumps. Therefore, a surplus of electricity is originated and can be sent to 
the electrical grid, with an economic profit. The main drawback of this alternative is the lack of H2 efficiency per 
unit of natural gas that enters to the process. More natural gas needs to be pyrolyzed in order to meet the hydrogen 
output production and therefore higher costs in the natural gas acquisition are expected, which can determine 
whether the process is viable or not.  

5.2.3. Case 3: Process simulation using NG as fuel source with and without CCS 
The next and last scenario, case 3, contemplates the usage of extra NG as fuel source for the burner. This 

choice is meant in order to maximize the production and selling of products carbon and H2, which are more 
expensive than an extra acquisition of a relatively cheap NG. The combustion of NG will also originate CO2 
emissions, but these emissions are lower than the same to as using carbon because of the higher inlet temperature 
of the pre-heated air, achieved by heat-exchanging with a greater amount of hot hydrogen. This means that the 
higher the inlet temperature of the reactants in the burner, the lesser of mass flows are needed to adjust to the 
energy demands. Moreover, no NGCC unit is required as high amounts of steam for the LP-ST system are created, 
mainly due to the presence of higher carbon amounts at high temperatures, compared to case 1, which produces 
large amounts of steam.  
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5.2.4. Case 4: Process simulation using electricity as power supplier  
The last scenario considers the use of electricity in an EAF to supply the necessary energy to the pyrolyzer. 

By using electricity both carbon and hydrogen are not partially burnt, favoring the revenues of the process. The 
capital cost is lowered, mainly due to the lack of a burner, a heat exchanger network to cool down the flue gases 
after combustion and the absence of CCS technology. Furthermore, less CO2 emissions are created in the process 
itself as no combustion is taking place in this scenario. However, due to the considerably high input of electricity 
to be supplied to the EAF, there are inherent CO2 emissions that are produced inside the energy generation process 
and thus it should be accounted in both thermodynamic assessment and techno-economic analysis.  

5.3. Thermodynamic assessment of the scenarios 
In this chapter, the thermodynamic assessment of the considered scenarios is discussed. In addition, the list of 

equations for the calculations of the thermodynamic parameters, used in the study, are collected in Appendix 9.3. 
Furthermore, the thermodynamics of the scenarios was also compared with the ones for the referenced benchmark 
technology (i.e. Steam Methane Reforming), with and without CCS technology. The results are presented below.  

Table 5.1. Thermodynamic performance of the scenarios and comparison with the benchmark technology. 

Process Benchmark: 
SMR 

Case  
1 

Case 
 2 

Case 
3 

Case  
4 

CO2 Capture N/A CA-MDEA N/A CA-MEA N/A N/A CA-MEA N/A 
Tref (°C)/Pref [bar] (SC) 890/32 (2.7) 890/32 (4) 1200/10 1200/10 1200/10 1200/10 1200/10 1200/10 

NG flow rate [kg/s] 2.62 2.81 3.44 3.44 5.35 4.55 4.55 3.44 
NG thermal input 

[MWLHV,NG] 121.94 130.79 159.79 159.79 248.66 211.45 211.45 159.79 

Steam-to-carbon ratio 2.7 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H2 mass flow rate [kg/s] 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 

Electricity production/consumption  
Air compressor- 

Air/exh Fan [MWel] -0.68 -0.91 -0.22 -0.22 -0.37 -0.43 -0.43 - 

H2 compressors [MWel] -2.27 -2.28 -4.21 -4.21 -4.21 -4.12 -4.12 -4.21 
CO2 compressors [MWel] - -2.23 - -1.22 - - -1.29 - 
Steam Turbine(s) [MWel] 3.27 3.79 2.16 2.16 3.20 4.52 4.52 2.22 

Pumps [MWel] -0.21 -0.29 -0.05 -0.05 -0.07 -0.09 -0.09 0.03 
Other Auxiliaries [MWel] -0.05 -0.15 - - - - - - 
Net electric power [MWel] 0.07 -2.07 -2.10 -3.32 -1.01 0.31 1.29 -16.13 

Steam export  
(160°C, 6 bar) [kg/s] 4.02 0.27 - - - - - - 

H2 efficiency, ηH2 
(H2LHV/NGLHV) 0.74 0.69 0.56 0.56 0.36 0.43 0.43 0.56 

Equivalent NG input 
mNG,eq [kg/s] 2.41 2.88 3.51 3.56 5.23 4.54 4.58 4.03 

H2 yield 
(molH2/mol,eq,CH4) 2.49 2.48 1.69 1.67 1.14 1.31 1.30 1.48 

Eq. H2 efficiency ηH2,eq 
(H2LHV/NGLHV) 0.81 0.67 0.55 0.54 0.37 0.43 0.42 0.48 

Heat Rate (HR) 
[Gcal/kNm3H2] 3.24 3.79 4.64 4.67 7.03 6.05 6.08 5.04 

CO2 specific emissions 
ECO2 [kgCO2/Nm3H2] 0.82 0.14 0.378 0.036 0.126 0.395 0.037 0.165 

Eq.CO2 specific emissions 
ECO2 [kgCO2/Nm3H2] 0.76 0.16 0.40 0.075 0.12 0.39 0.05 0.35 

Eq. CO2 avoided [%] - 79 47 90 82 49 94 53 
SPECCAeq [MJ/kgCO2] - 4.57 - 13.98 25.71 - 22.78 14.08 
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Looking at Table 5.1, a wide range of information for the technologies is found, according to the process 
specifications, electricity demands, and efficiency studies of H2, NG and CO2 of each plant in order to assess their 
global performance. The parameter fixed for comparison of the technologies was set for H2 production output with 
a value of 0.75 kg/s (i.e. 30,000 Nm3/h), which is a reasonable industrial H2 output for a medium scale plant.  

Concerning the process input specifications, it is noticeable that cases 1-3 work at higher reactor temperatures 
and require more NG flow rates compared to the benchmark technology. This is mainly due to the fact that the 
theoretical net production of H2 per mol of NG, accounting for both the reforming and water-gas shift stages, is 4 
molH2/molNG for SMR, whereas the maximum for methane pyrolysis is only 2. The NG flow rates for cases 1&4,  
are 3.44, with 5.35 and 4.55 kg/s for cases 2 and 3, respectively. Above all, Case 2 has the biggest value due to the 
use of H2 as fuel source for the burner and thus the extra NG demand to meet the H2 output is therefore necessary. 
In fact, the total amount of NG needed in case 2 is more than twice the value for SMR (2.62 kg/s) and it is expected 
to have a tremendous effect on the process operating costs. Moreover, the advantage of using methane pyrolysis 
lies on the fact that no steam for the reaction is required, but only for the power production step. Thus, a value of 
0 is encountered for this parameter. Cases 1 and 4 are highly similar to each other because they share the same NG 
input and thus almost all the parameters are within neighboring values, although Case 4 has worse coefficients due 
to the high electricity demand that accounts for a bigger equivalent NG input and therefore lower efficiencies are 
obtained.    

Furthermore, and observing the electricity-related values, it is clear that the electricity demand for H2 
compression is the highest one for all the studied cases, excepting Case 4. The compression power demands for 
SMR and cases 1-3 are similar to each other, mainly due to the similar H2 inlet pressures to the compression stage 
(32 bar for SMR and 30 bar for cases 1-3). Attending the CCS scenarios, the CO2 compression demand for cases 
1 & 3 is sensitively lower than the same to SMR with carbon capture. This means that the amount of CO2 for cases 
1 & 3 is also lower than for SMR, and it gives an idea about the inherent reduction of CO2 emissions by using 
molten-metals-based methane cracking technologies. Moreover, the net electric power of all the case scenarios, 
even with the presence of CCS technologies, is positive. The surplus in electricity represents an economic benefit 
to the plant and its selling will reduce the total operating costs, in order to provide a better economic integration. 
However, no steam export occurs in all cases, as the generated steam is completely used in power generation for 
the plant’s needs.  

Regarding the global plant efficiencies, it is expected that the lowest equivalent H2 production efficiency is 
found in case 2 (36%), due to the highest NG requirements compared to the rest of the plants. As said previously, 
SMR process produces around twice more hydrogen per mol of converted NG compared to cases 1-3, and thus its 
equivalent H2 production efficiency (without CCS) is the highest value reached in the study, with 81%. In fact, the 
benchmark technology is the most efficient one of the comparison. The technology has the lowest equivalent heat 
rate consumption (3.24 Gcal/kNm3

H2) and the highest H2 yields (2.49 molH2/moleq,CH4). However, the benchmark 
is last in line when it comes to abatement of CO2 emissions. The most CO2-friendly technology is found in case 3 
with CCS, wherein virtually most of the CO2 is captured and not emitted to the atmosphere. Next in the queue 
would be case 1 with CCS, with 0.075 kgCO2/Nm3

H2, then case 2 (0.12 kgCO2/Nm3
H2) and finally the benchmark, 

which emits more than 6 times more CO2 compared to the previous one (0.76 kgCO2/Nm3
H2).  

Concerning the CCS scenarios, again the SMR is the less efficient one in terms of CO2 avoided (79%), 
followed by case 1 and case 3 with 95 and 96%, respectively. Case 2 does not require a particular CCS system 
because it is a CCS strategy itself, using H2 as fuel and therefore it is the most efficient one due to the fact that it 
does not generate any CO2 to be captured. As a CCS technology, the SPECCAeq value (i.e. Equivalent Specific 
Primary Energy Consumption for CO2 Avoided) shows that this technology requires the highest energetic 
demands to “capture” CO2 within the study, with 22.69 MJ/kgCO2. This value is logic due to the fact that the plant 
is completely driven to the avoidance of CO2 emissions, and thus all the energy for the plant is used towards that 
purpose. Finally, case 3 and case 1 also require high amounts of energy to mitigate CO2 emissions, with 17.40 and 
12.59 MJ/kgCO2, respectively. The increase in SPECCAeq is directly related to the low H2 efficiency in these 
processes. The SPECCAeq for the benchmark technology is thus the lowest one, with 4.57 MJ/kgCO2, although the 
capture of CO2 is not as high as compared to the rest of the cases.  
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To sum up, case 2 is the best scenario in terms of CO2 abatement, but the worst one when referring to hydrogen 
efficiency, NG input needs, SPECCAeq and Heat Rate values. Cases 1 & 3 are in the middle in terms of 
productivity, efficiency and CO2 capture performance, but the loss of marketable carbon in case 1 together with 
the implementation of a CCS technology make this case as an unlikely economically feasible process. With case 
2 there is more uncertainty, as partial H2 output is not for selling although no CCS system has to be implemented 
downstream the process. A thorough techno-economic analysis is crucial to determine whether the cases are 
economically feasible and whether they can compete with the benchmark technology.                    

6. TECHNO-ECONOMIC ASSESSMENT OF THE TECHNOLOGY 

6.1. The basis of the economic framework and main parameters 

The methodology followed by the US Department of Energy – National Energy Technology Laboratory (DOE-
NETL) for the cost estimation of power plant performance was the one employed for the techno-economic analysis 
of the molten metals-based technology. This methodology is intended for a “Feasibility Study Class 4”, denoted 
by the Association for the Advancement of Cost Engineering International (AACE). The expected accuracy in a 
class 4 cost estimation can go from the 15 to 30% of underestimation to the 20%-50% range of overestimation. 
There are 5 different levels of capital costs according to this methodology, although the first 4 levels are the most 
relevant ones for the calculation of the total CAPEX [44]. A description of each one is presented below. 

- Bare Erected Cost (BEC). It considers the process equipment costs, on-site facilities and the necessary 
infrastructure for the plant. Besides, it also accounts for the total installation costs (TIC), the total direct 
plants costs (TDPC) and the indirect labor required for the plant’s construction (IC). 

- The Engineering, Procurement and Construction Cost (EPCC). It takes into account the BEC plus the 
cost regarding the engineering, the procurement and the construction contractor. 

- The Total Plant Cost (TPC). It includes the EPCC and additionally the project and process contingencies 
costs. 

- The Total Overnight Capital (TOC) comprises the TPC plus the overnight costs, wherein owner’s costs 
are included. This is the final cost that is considered for the total CAPEX.                 

It is often calculated, when dealing with hydrogen production plants, the so-called parameter Cost of Hydrogen 
(COH), to assess the feasibility of the process in terms of economics. The equation for the COH calculation is 
given below.  
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Where:  
TOC: Total Overnight Costs [ € ];  CCF: First Year Capital Charge Factor [year-1]; 

fixedMOC ,&
: Fixed Operating and Maintenance costs [ € /year]; H2,prod: Production of Hydrogen [Nm3/h]  

iableMOC var,& : Variable Operating and Maintenance costs [ € /h]; heq: Equivalent working hours [h/year] 
These parameters are calculated separately and a detailed explanation can be found in the following chapters. 
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6.2. Total Overnight Costs (TOC)  

The total overnight costs (TOC) account for the total cost estimation of the process. These costs include the 
total plant acquisition and installation costs of all the necessary equipment for the plant. There are several 
alternatives to estimate these costs. For example, the cost estimation procedure created by Perry, and subsequently 
updated by Walas [45], provides accurate and simple calculations to determine the total CAPEX of a plant. 
Nevertheless, the correlations found in Walas are dated more than 16 years ago (2002) and therefore it was chosen 
the procedure suggested by the DOE-NETL (2011) in order to adapt the calculated costs to recent times. The 
methodology for the TOC calculation is described in the table below. 

Table 6.1. Total Overnight Costs Methodology (adapted from [46]). 

Plant Component Costs 
Total Bare Erected Costs (TBEC) C1 + C2 + C3 + C4 + … + Cn 

Direct costs as percentage of the TBEC: 
Piping/valves, Civil works, Instrumentation, Steel-Structure, Erection, etc. 

Total Installation Costs (TIC) 80% TBEC 
Total Direct Plant Costs (TDPC) TBEC + TIC 

Indirect Costs (IC) 14% TDPC 
Engineering, Procurement and Construction Cost (EPCC) TDPC + IC 

Contingencies & Owner’s Costs (C&OC) 
Contingency 10% EPCC 
Owner’s cost 5% EPCC 
Total C&OC 15% EPCC 

Total Overnight Costs (TOC) EPCC + C&OC 
 

According to Table 6.1. Total Overnight Costs Methodology (adapted from [46]). all the costs depend on 
the TBEC. To calculate the BEC per each component/equipment, Eq. 4.2  is followed. 
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=                                         (Eq.  6.2) 

In Eq. 4.2, a scaling parameter C0 of a reference equipment of size S0 is required in order to calculate the actual 
erected cost Ci, for an equipment of size S. Moreover, a scaling factor f is required and it depends on each 
equipment type. Furthermore, n considers the number of same equipment that are necessary for the base case. 
Furthermore, the depreciation is considered by the ratio between the Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Indexes 
(CEPCI) of 2018 and the one for the year in which the scaling parameter was estimated.  

The scaling parameters and factors for the estimation of the TBEC are taken from different bibliographic 
sources and different years in which the estimations were made. There were some scientific papers that did not 
provide the scaling factor value, f. For those cases, an average value of 0.6 was given due to the “six-tenth rule”, 
mentioned for the first time by Roger Williams in the accredited Chemical Engineering magazine in 1947 [47]. 
This heuristic gives satisfactory results when the permissible error in the cost estimation is ±20%, which applies 
in this methodology. Finally, to convert US dollars to euros, a conversion factor of 0.88 €/$ (December 2018) was 
used. 

The scaling parameters and factors, as well as referenced costs and capacities, years of estimations and CEPCIs 
are provided in Table 6.2.  
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Table 6.2. Referenced parameters for the cost estimation of the TBEC (CEPCI2018 = 567.5). 

Equipment Scaling Parameter 
Reference 
Capacity 

(S0) 

Reference 
BEC, C0 

(M€) 

Scaling 
Factor   

(f) 

Cost 
Year 

CEPCI 
Year Ref. 

Air blower Power (MWe) 1 0.23 0.67 2006 499.6 [48] 

PSA Unit Purge gas flow (kmol/s) 0.294 6.25 0.74 2002 395.6 [49] 
H2 compressor Compressor Power (MWe) 1 0.0012 0.82 1987 323.8 [50] 

CO2 
compressor Compressor Power (MWe) 13 9.95 0.67 2011 585.7 [46] 

MEA CCS 
Technology 

CO2 Captured Mass Flow 
(kg/s) 38.4 28.95 0.80 2011 585.7 [46] 

Steam Cycle 
(Turbine + 
condenser) 

Turbine gross power 
(MWe) 136 52.1 0.67 2002 395.6 [49] 

Pyrolyzer Molten Metal Liquid 
Volume (m3) 61 0.16 0.60 2016 541.7 [7] 

Burner Vessel Volume (m3) 81.3 0.16 0.60 2016 541.7 [7] 
Electric Arc 

Furnace Net Electric Power (MWe) 175 44 0.60 2016 541.7 [7] 

Centrifugal 
Pump Power (kW) 197 0.12 0.67 2009 521.9 [51] 

Heat 
Exchanger Duty (MMBTU/h) 659.9 10.84 0.60 2006 499.6 [52] 

Solex Moving 
Bed Heat Exc. Solids Capacity (tonne/h) 1195 9.06 0.60 2016 541.7 [53] 

 
 
 

6.3. Fixed and variable operating & maintenance costs (CO&M,fixed/ CO&M,variable) 

The CO&M,fixed and CO&M,variable are the major components of the total operating expenditures (OPEX). On the 
one hand, the CO&M,fixed is a non-temporal cost and it depends on the TOC. On the other hand, the CO&M,variable is 
time-dependent because it is affected by the capacity factor of the plant. However, it is calculated as if the plant is 
working 100% of the year but subsequently this value is corrected with the heq for the calculation of the COH, 
expressed in Eq. 6.1.  

Table 6.3 presents the different costs considered for the thermal cracking of methane with molten metal 
technology. 

Table 6.3. O&Mfixed and O&Mvariable costs. 

O&Mfixed Cost Units References 
Labor costs 1.50 M€  [42] [54] 

Maintenance cost 2.50 % TOC [42] [54] 
Insurance 2.00 % TOC [42] [54] 

O&Mvariable Cost Units References 
Natural gas 9.15 €/GJLHV [42] 

Cooling water 0.35 €/m3 [46] [42] [55]  
Process water  2.00 €/m3 [42] [55]  

Electricity  76.36 €/MW.h [42] 
Gallium Metal 195-210 $/kg [56] 

Carbon Tax 50 €/tonneCO2 - 
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6.4. Results and selection of the best alternative for the technology 
The results of the techno-economic analysis are shown in this chapter. Firstly, a comparison between the 

different scenarios in terms of total bare erected costs (TBEC) and operating expenses (OPEX) is made. Secondly, 
the main parameters of each study are presented and discussed. Finally, a sensitivity analysis of the most relevant 
parameters is provided along with the conclusions that support the best alternative for the technology.  

6.4.1. Capital and production costs, COH and economic feasibility 

       The TBEC, the final plant cost (i.e. TOC) per each scenario and the total year OPEX are presented below. The 
weight distributions of the investment concerning the TBEC are presented in pie charts in Figure 6.1. 

Table 6.4. Capital costs in terms of TBEC and TOC per each case scenario for the industrial concept. 

Cost Case 1 
No CCS 

Case 1 
CCS Case 2 Case 3 

No CCS 
Case 3 
CCS Case 4 

TBEC (M€) 15.96 21.79 22.06 22.10 27.94 22.42 
TOC (M€) 37.67 51.41 52.06 52.15 65.93 52.92 

OPEX (M€/y) 67.22 64.32 94.40 79.08 76.34 72.37 
 

            
(a)                                                                        (b) 

            
(c)                                                                        (d) 

     
(e)                                                                        (f) 

Figure 6.1. TBEC for cases (a) 1 without CCS (b) 1 with CCS (c) 2 (d) 4 (e) 3 without CCS and (f) 3 with CCS. 
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Looking at Figure 6.1 it is evident for cases 1-3 that the major costs in the TBEC are mainly concentrated in 
the power production and heat integration related equipment, which account for more than 80% of the TBEC 
(approximately 40% each). Moreover, hydrogen compressors represent an average value of 11% in the TBEC in 
all the scenarios, mainly due to the high pressure specifications for the final H2 product (150 bar). In Case 4 (Figure 
6.1d) the cost of the electric arc furnace dominates the TBEC, with almost half of its weight, followed by the steam 
turbine (21%) and heat exchangers (16%).  

Furthermore, the costs of the steam turbine for almost all the non-CCS cases represent approximately 40% of 
the TBEC (Figure 6.1a&f). In contrast, observing Figure 6.1 b&f, the steam turbine costs for the CCS cases are 
sensitively lower (26-32%), due to the extra costs coming from the CCS technology (12-17%) and CO2 
compressors (8-12%). The reactor and burner in all cases do not represent a big expense in the TBEC (< 2%) as 
they are merely estimated as process vessels. Finally, the main conclusion of the TBEC study is that the equipment 
related to energy production/heat integration make this technology more dependent on energy considerations than 
on chemical reaction engineering - related topics.  

Once the TBEC has been analyzed, the same is performed for the operating expenses of the different scenarios. 
The main outcome includes data related to the design of the different equipment that specifically employed in a 
determined scenario(s) such as the pyrolyzer, burner or EAF. Moreover, information regarding the fixed and 
variable costs of the operating and maintenance expenses, along with the fixed and variable COH, are also 
presented in the table below for all the considered cases. Finally, information of the SMR processes without and 
with CCS technology, which were collected from [42], were included in the table for comparison with the cases. 

Table 6.5. Breakdown of the relevant equipment design, operating expenses and final COH for each case study.  

SMR/TDNG cases SMR  SMR  
CA-MDEA Case 1  Case 1  

CA-MEA Case 2 Case 3  Case 3  
CA-MEA Case 4 

T(°C)/P(bar)/SC 890/32/4 890/32/4 1200/10/- 1200/10/- 1200/10/- 1200/10/- 1200/10/- 1200/10/- 
Fixed Economics: TOC x CCF & CO&M,fixed 

TOC x CCF (M€/y) 14.15 21.70 5.62 7.66 7.75 7.77 9.82 7.88 
CO&M,fixed (M€/y) 6.60 9.75 3.20 3.81 3.84 3.96 4.47 3.88 

CO&M,variable , COH & miscellaneous 
Water [process+cooling] 

(M€/y) 0.63 0.82 1.83   
(2.9%) 

1.83   
(3.0%) 

1.94   
(1.2%) 

1.07   
(1.4%) 

1.07   
(1.5%) 

1.70    
(2.5%) 

Natural Gas                          
(M€/y) 31.67 33.97 41.45 

(64.7%) 
41.45 

(68.5%) 
64.58 

(71.3%) 
54.85  
(72%) 

54.85 
(76.3%) 

41.45 
(59.2%) 

Electricity 
Import/Export (M€/y) -0.02 1.14 0.87   

(1.4%) 
1.69    

(2.8%) -0.87 -0.90 -0.04 9.84    
(14.1%) 

Gallium Metal                    
(M€/y) - - 15.08 

(23.5%) 
15.08 

(23.5%) 
23.42 

(25.9%) 
15.08 

(19.8%) 
15.08 

(21.0%) 
15.08 

(21.6%) 
Carbon Tax                           

(M€/y)  9.86 1.51 4.79   
(7.5%) 

0.45    
(0.7%) 

1.49   
(1.7%) 

5.14   
(6.7%) 

0.91   
(1.3%) 

1.89    
(2.7%) 

H2 output (kg/s) 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 
Carbon Production 

(tonne/h) - - 5.63 5.63 12.90 8.27 8.27 8.27 

COH,variable (€/Nm3H2) 0.170 0.157 0.270 0.256 0.382 0.318 0.304 0.290 
COH,fixed (€/Nm3H2) 0.085 0.143 0.038 0.048 0.049 0.049 0.060 0.050 

COH (€/Nm3H2) 0.255 0.300 0.308 0.304 0.431 0.367 0.364 0.340 
COH (€/kg) 2.83 3.34 3.43 3.38 4.80 4.08 4.05 3.80 

H2 Selling Price to 
VP = 0 (€/kg) 3.468 4.120 3.201 3.306 3.919 3.757 3.816 3.489 

 

Looking at the fixed economics in Table 6.5, it is evident that both TOC x CCF and CO&M,fixed are sensitively 
lower in the cases related to the thermal decomposition of natural gas (TDNG) compared to the same ones in the 
benchmark processes. Specifically, for the TDNG processes the values of TOC x CCF and CO&M,fixed are within the 
range 5.62-9.82 and 3.20-4.47 M€/year, respectively. These same values, in both SMR non-capture/capture 
processes are 14.15/21.70 and 6.60/9.75 M€/year, respectively. Moreover, the inherent low CO2 emissions and 
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high hydrogen purities achieved in the TDNG decrease the TOC, as lower sizes and therefore cheaper equipment 
are needed for the capture and separation steps.  

Regarding the variable costs, the differences are much higher. The variable operating costs are increased 
mainly due to the high input of natural gas that is required in all the TDNG processes. In fact, 60 to 75% of the 
variable operating costs are dominated by the NG intake, depending on the case scenarios. The equivalent 
hydrogen efficiency of the benchmark technology is sensitively higher than the same to the TDNG cases, reducing 
the variable costs in NG drastically. For example, around 31-34 M€ in NG would be spent yearly for the non-
capture/capture SMR processes. In the TDNG, for the lowest NG input of all the cases (i.e. Cases 1 & 4), the 
yearly cost is already 10 M€ more, and for Case 3, approximately 20 M€ more. Moreover, for the highest NG 
input (Case 2), these costs are doubled. This increment extremely impacts the variable operating costs and clearly 
demonstrates that the TDNG cannot compete with SMR merely in terms of hydrogen production. The carbon 
selling price has thus a high impact in the feasibility of the TDNG processes.  

Another major contribution to the operating expenses in the TDNG cases is the cost related to the molten metal 
acquisition. Assuming that molten gallium only possesses a lifetime of 1 year in the processes and has a liquid 
hold-up of 75% in the pyrolyzers, approximately from 15 to 23 M€ are spent in this concept, representing 20-25% 
of the total variable operating costs. Concerning carbon tax, SMR is clearly affected by this fee. By using 50 
€/tonCO2, which is an expected value in the upcoming years due to acute environmental restrictions, the operating 
cost in the non-capture process represents almost one third of the NG yearly costs. This cost is reduced in the 
TDNG because the associated CO2 emissions are sensitively lower and the final share is not above 7.5% of the 
total variable operating costs in all the case scenarios. Finally, and regarding electricity demands, only Case 4 is 
dependent on the market electricity price as the electric arc furnace, used as power supplier to the pyrolyzer, 
requires enormous amounts of electricity in a yearly basis. The share of electricity in the total variable operating 
costs is over 14%, being sensitively lower  for Case 1 (1-3%) and for all the other remaining cases it does not 
contribute to the expenses, as there is electricity surplus and therefore revenues from its exportation are achieved.   

Focusing on costs per unit of hydrogen produced, the cheapest COH is achieved in the SMR without CCS 
technology (2.83 €/kg), even though a high carbon tax is applied to the process. When a CCS technology is 
implemented to the SMR, this production cost is increased (3.34 €/kg). The most expensive COH is reached in 
Case 2, with over 4.8 €/kg, mainly due to the highest NG input to achieve both hydrogen throughput and the 
necessary amount of hydrogen as fuel for the burner. Close to this value are Case 3, with approximately 4.1 €/kg 
for both non-CCS/CCS, and Case 4 with 3.80 €/kg. The cheapest COH in all the TDNG cases is found in case 1 
with production costs of around 3.4 €/kg for both non CCS-CCS concepts, closer to the SMR with CO2 capture.   

Furthermore, in an economical point of view, the selling price of H2 can never be the same price as its 
production cost, because no profitability is achieved. The selling price of H2 was chosen in order to fulfill a Return 
Of Investment value of 20% and a Payback Period (PBP) of 4 years, which are the minimum values to approve a 
project, and a Venture Profit (VP) of 0, which is the common assumption when calculating products selling prices. 
More information regarding the definition and formulas for calculating these economic parameters can be found 
in Appendix 9.12. Moreover, the reference value for commercial hydrogen at industrial scale is the one calculated 
for SMR without CCS technology, set to 3.468 €/kg. All the values above the reference one are considered non-
profitable and the project is rejected, as the selling price will be higher than the one in the market and therefore no 
business can be made, leading to economic losses from the beginning. This is the situation for cases 2, 3, 4 and 
SMR with carbon capture. Case 1 can sell H2 even at a lower prices than the one in the reference case, which 
demonstrates the economic potential of TDNG with this configuration. The reduced selling price is mainly due to 
the lowest required NG input of all the TDNG cases, thus reducing the operating costs, but also due to the extra 
revenues coming from the carbon selling. To conclude, considering the above-mentioned economic framework, 
only TDNG with partial burnt of carbon is feasible in both non-CCS/CCS configurations and therefore it may be 
considered as a commercial competitor to SMR.     
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6.4.2. Sensitivity analysis of the key parameters for the industrial process 
A sensitivity analysis of the key process parameters with respect to the final hydrogen sale price in all the 

considered scenarios is shown in this chapter. It is important to realize that, as part of the economic evaluation, the 
reference value for hydrogen sale price was considered for SMR without CCS, which was previously calculated 
by Spallina et al. [42]. The reference value was recalculated when a change in the natural gas price, the carbon tax 
and the cost of electricity occurred as part of the sensitivity analysis. Moreover, and analogously to the previous 
chapter, the hydrogen selling price was selected as the one that makes the VP equal to zero (i.e. no loss/no gain 
situation). This assumption makes the ROI equal to 20% and the PBP 4 years, which are the minimum allowable 
values for these indicators for a project’s approval. Therefore, working on the same economic and profitability 
frameworks, the sensitivity analysis of the parameters in each scenario can be carried out and compared.  

The key process parameters for the sensitivity analysis are the NG acquisition price, the molten metal lifetime, 
the carbon selling price, the carbon tax and the cost of electricity. The acquisition price for natural gas was varied 
from 0.19 to 0.29 and 0.39 €/kgNG, which corresponds to the actual trend (until 2030) for NG price in USA, Europe 
and Japan, respectively [58]. Moreover, the results of the base case were determined at Spallina’s NG price (i.e. 
0.43 €/kgNG) but also for a pessimistic scenario of 0.50 €/kgNG, in order to analyze the versatility of the 
technologies. The results of this sensitivity analysis are presented below.  

 

Figure 6.2. Sensitivity analysis of the NG price for both benchmark and TDNG technologies. 

Looking at Figure 6.2, there are 4 new values for the hydrogen sale price as a result of the variation in the NG 
price. These values are highlighted by means of several vertical lines, being the navy line the one from Spallina’s 
and the remaining lines match their colors with the variation in the hydrogen price, shown as boxes. It is important 
to point out that the benchmark technology with carbon capture is never profitable for the varied NG prices. This 
is because the reference H2 market value is governed by the SMR without capture, being always cheaper than for 
the capture process. From the pessimistic case point of view, the increase in the cost of NG implies that only Case 
1, without and with CCS, and Case 4 can be competitive with SMR. Specifically, Case 4 reaches the same 
hydrogen sale price as the benchmark (3.86 €/kgH2) and Case 1 is proven to be the most profitable case, with a 
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hydrogen sale price of about 3.6-3.65 €/kgH2 for the non-CCS and CCS scenarios, respectively. This exact trend is 
also observed when employing the predicted NG price for Japan (0.39 €/kgNG). Observing Europe’s NG scheme, 
all the TDNG-based technologies are competitive with SMR, again being Case 1 non CCS/CCS the most profitable 
ones (2.55-2.65 €/kgNG) and followed by Case 4 (2.87 €/kgNG). This is expected because both cases possess the 
lowest required NG inputs in their processes, and their economics are improved due to a decrease in variable 
operating costs, which are mainly dominated by the NG acquisition. For the most optimistic layout, Case 2 and 
Case 3 increase their profitability due to two effects, the lowering of the NG price and the impact on the economics 
of the carbon revenues, whose sell is improved in these processes as more carbon is produced as a result of the 
larger required natural gas input.        

The next sensitivity analysis are directed at the molten metal lifetime, the carbon sale price, the carbon tax and 
the cost in electricity. The lifetime of pure gallium, with a reactor’s liquid hold-up of 75%, was varied from 1 to 3 
and 5 years. The reason lies on gallium’s high stability and on the basis that the molten metal is not wasted or 
consumed. Nevertheless, a pessimistic scenario of a mean lifetime of 6 months was also considered in the study. 
Furthermore, the carbon sale price was varied in the range 200-400 €/tonneC, providing that the quality of the 
carbon is high enough to be sold as a sulfur and ash-free premium substitute for petroleum coke [14].  Finally, the 
carbon tax was varied from 0 to 100 €/tonneCO2 and the electricity, from 50 to 100 €/MW.h. The results of these 
sensitivity analysis are presented below.  

 

(a)                                                                                      (b) 

 

(c)                                                                                       (d) 

Figure 6.3. Sensitivity analysis of (a) molten gallium lifetime (b) carbon sale price                                                                             
(c) carbon tax and (d) electricity in the hydrogen sale price. 
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Observing Figure 6.3a, it is remarkable the effect of the molten gallium lifetime on the H2 sale price. Looking 
at the least favorable scenario, all the cases increase their H2 sale price around 0.5-0.7 €/kgH2, excepting Case 2 
with a rise above 1.1 €/kgH2. The high H2 sale price in Case 2 is directly related to the increase in the operating 
costs, because more gallium would have to be bought and in this case the pyrolyzer is the biggest among the rest 
of the cases due to the high amount of NG that is fed for the thermal cracking. Thus, more gallium is needed and 
therefore Case 2 would never be profitable under these circumstances. Furthermore, observing the economic 
analysis for 3 and 5 years of lifetime, lower H2 sale prices are obtained for all TDNG cases and these are cheaper 
than the benchmark case, whose sale price (3.47 €/kgH2) is independent of the molten metal lifetime. Once more, 
Cases 1 non CCS/CCS and 4 are the best technologies with H2 sale prices of 2.6/2.7 and 2.9 €/kgH2, respectively. 

The sensitivity analysis for the carbon sale price on the hydrogen cost reflects an interesting insight. Looking 
at Figure 6.3b, selling the carbon at the lower bound of 200 €/tonneC, Case 1 is still competitive enough with 
respect to the reference SMR H2 price, with prices around 3.45-3.55 €/kgH2. For the rest of the scenarios, no 
profitable margins will be obtained and thus high economic losses are expected under this context. Nevertheless, 
doubling the sale price of carbon, all the technologies are competitive with SMR and specially Case 2 obtains the 
highest reduction, from 3.9 to 3.4 €/kgH2, as it is the biggest producer of carbon among the TDNG cases and 
therefore its process economics is highly enhanced. 

Concerning the analysis for the variation of the carbon tax (Figure 6.3c) an increase in its value is more 
detrimental to the process economics than the absence of carbon tax, in all the TDNG cases. The benchmark case 
is strongly affected by the carbon tax, due to its high CO2 emissions. In fact, its reference H2 sale price goes from 
3.0 to 3.92 €/kgH2 for the 0 and 100 €/tonneCO2 carbon taxes, respectively. At carbon tax of 0 €/tonneCO2, only Case 
1 without CCS is competitive with the benchmark. The remaining cases are thus unfeasible due to the lower H2 
efficiency of the TDNG-based processes with respect to SMR. Moreover, for the TDNG cases, Cases 1 and 3 
without CCS technology are the most adversely affected to a carbon tax of 100 €/tonneCO2. An increase of 
approximately 0.20 €/kgH2 is registered for both cases. Nevertheless, they are still competitive with SMR due to 
its inherent lower CO2 emissions compared to the benchmark. In addition, Case 3 with CCS technology would be 
feasible, at the highest considered carbon tax, with a H2 sale price below 3.9 €/kgH2. Finally, Cases 1 and 3 with 
CCS technology along with Cases 2 and 4 are not dramatically affected by the carbon tax because these are the 
least contaminant processes of the study.  

Regarding the sensitivity analysis for the cost of electricity, in Figure 6.3d, only Case 4 is strongly affected by 
it. This is logical because it is the process that demands the biggest amount of electricity, among the remaining 
cases, as consequence of the employment of the electric arc furnace for power supply in the pyrolyzer. On one 
hand, an increase up to 100 €/MW.h in the electricity cost would make this process unfeasible (3.67 €/kgH2). On 
the other hand, a reduction to 50 €/MW.h would make its H2 sale price cheaper than the same for the SMR reference 
case, with 3.32 and 3.44 €/kgH2 respectively.   

To sum up, the sensitivity analysis has proven to be very useful in determining which scenarios can make the 
same process feasible or unfeasible. Above all the cases, Case 1 with and without CCS technology have been the 
most profitable processes among all the considered cases mainly due to the lowest NG input in the process, lowest 
required molten metal quantity and considerable carbon production at a reasonable CO2 emissions penalty. Case 
4 has been also acknowledged as the second most profitable TDNG-based process, but an acute increase in the 
electricity costs could make this process unfeasible in the future. Finally, and assuming that carbon tax will 
increase in the upcoming years due to more environmental restrictions, the best TDNG technology that is proposed 
in this Thesis is the partial burnt of carbon with an implemented CCS technology downstream the process.  
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7.     CONCLUSIONS, OUTLOOK & RECOMMENDATIONS 

Experimental proof of concept 

- The separation of carbon black from the gas phase was possible by using molten gallium. Phase segregation 
was thus achieved, validating the proof-of-concept of the technology.  

- The concept was tested at temperatures up to 1100 °C in a 3 mm thick quartz reactor with a porous plate 
distributor, withstanding nearly 1 kg of molten gallium. A maximum methane conversion of 91% was 
accomplished in a 50-50% Ar-CH4 mixture at the highest operation temperature. The reactor operation was 
thus proven to be satisfactory, but more optimization in reactor design is necessary. 

- The equilibrium conversions were never achieved in the experimentation, mainly due to low residence times 
of the gas and sensitive temperature profiles along the reactor, especially in the blank experiments. 

- The operation reached steady state very quickly (approximately 5 min) and the maximum achieved operation 
time was 3 hours. However, the absence of carbon accumulation in the reactor’s outlet pipe indicated that 
the operation could last longer operation times.   

- Methane conversion was improved with the increase in molten metal filling inside the reactor. This meant 
that the increase in the liquid residence time of the bubbling bed promote the extent of the reaction as the 
temperature distributions inside the reactor were minimized by the high heat capacity content of the gallium.   

   Techno-economic analysis 

- The variable operating costs dominate over the capital investment on the process economics, with a major 
contribution from the natural gas and molten metal costs. The reduction in these two process parameters is 
essential to improve the techno-economic analysis in all the selected cases.   

- All the case scenarios are feasible from a natural gas acquisition price below 0.3 €/kgNG. An increase in the 
natural gas cost will drive most of the cases towards the non-profitability boundaries. In more realistic 
contexts, Case 1 and Case 4 represent the best alternatives for favorable industrial implementation.   

- Case 4 does not produce in-situ CO2 emissions, but it is compulsory to account for the associated emissions 
that come from the electricity generation. Considering these emissions, a large amount of CO2 is emitted 
and the future increase in carbon taxes will reduce its economic feasibility. 

- Case 1 thus proved to be the most profitable processes. The lowest natural gas and molten metal inputs along 
with reasonable carbon production are the key points for their favorable economics. Due to a foreseen 
increase in the carbon taxes for the upcoming years, the proposed configuration for the molten metal-based 
thermal cracking of natural gas is Case 1 with CCS technology, consuming part of the produced carbon in 
the process and capturing the generated CO2 with the state-of-the-art CCS technology.  

Molten metal-based processes for natural gas decomposition offer the generation of clean hydrogen production 
with carbon segregation in the absence of atmospheric CO2 emissions. Thus, they should be considered as bridge 
technologies from current benchmark processes (e.g. SMR) to environmentally friendly ones. The replacement of 
natural gas for renewable sources for the molten metal pyrolysis system seems promising, reducing the dependence 
on fossil fuels for energy production. For instance, the usage of biomass-based sources has been experimentally 
demonstrated and therefore a window for deeper research is opened. Furthermore, the produced carbon at industrial 
scale can be stored in perpetuity, in case its demand is lower than its production, and it might be used in the future 
as a carbon source for energy production, once the CCS technologies are fully developed and implemented in the 
majority of the plants. Nevertheless, if this is the actual scenario, a new techno-economic analysis of the technology 
should be performed to evaluate whether the technology can be still profitable without the selling of the carbon.  

One of the recommendations to ensure high conversions at reasonable operating temperatures is by placing Ni 
powder inside the molten metal bath in a slurry bubble column configuration, which allowed a better performance 
of the process, as mentioned in Chapter 2.7. The use of cheaper molten metals (e.g. Bi) is also interesting to 
compare with the obtained results in Ga and in literature with molten tin. Another recommendation regarding 
effective carbon separation, is focused on the use of molten salts (e.g. MgCl2) with intermediate densities between 
the metal and the carbon, which are currently being tested. Molten salts are relatively inexpensive, therefore it is 
worth to elaborate on this line. To conclude, It is important to keep on improving this technology mainly due to 
the promising industrial feasibility at low CO2 emissions, which is the most interesting feature of this technology.  
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9. APPENDIXES 

9.1. General assumptions for the process simulation cases 

A concise summary of the general assumptions that were considered for the process simulation cases is 
presented in the following table.  

Table 9.1. General Assumptions for the project. 

ITEM ASSUMPTION DESCRIPTION REF. 

Natural Gas (NG) 

Composition 
89% CH4; 7% C2H6; 1% C3H8; 0.11% C4H10; 2% CO2; 0.89% N2 

Conditions 
70 bar and 15 °C 

[42] 

Cooling Water 
Tin = 15 °C 
Tout = 30 °C 

- 

Air 

Composition 
79.0 % N2; 21.0 % O2 

Conditions 
1 bar and 25 °C (i.e. standard conditions) 

[43] 
Cp,Air Value: 288.16 J/kg.K 

LHVNG Value: 46.502 MJ/kg 

CO2 emissions from NG Value: 208 g/kW.h LHV 

LHVH2 Value: 120.21 MJ/kg [59] 

Steam Cycle 
Steam turbines efficiency: 94% 

Cooling water pressure for the condenser: 2 bar 

[43] Pumps Efficiency: 70% 

H2 product 
Final conditions 

99.999% purity; 150 bar and 30 °C 

PSA Unit 
Recovery factor: 89% 

Operating pressure: 30 bar 
Operating temperature: 50°C 

[42] 

Carbon black average 
market price 

The carbon black that is produced has the same market sale price that 
corresponds to pure coke. Value in USA: 336.85 $/t (June 2018) [60] 

Residence times 
pyrolyzer and burner 1 second [7] 

Economics 
The first and second year of plant’s operation work with a capacity 
factor of 0.9 (in many cases the shares are around 0.45 and 0.675, 

respectively) 
- 
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9.2. Overall heat transfer coefficients for Heat Exchanger Design 

The theoretical U values that were considered for the design equations of the heat exchangers involved in the 
project are presented in the tables below. Moreover, information regarding the cooling/heating service of each heat 
exchanger, the cold/hot sides temperatures and the involved fluids for each side is also provided. 

Table 9.2. Heat Exchangers Design for Case 1: description and theoretical U values. 

HExch PURPOSE COLD 
SIDE 

Tcoldin 

(°C) 
Tcoldout 

(°C) 
HOT 
SIDE 

Thotin 
(°C) 

Thotout 
(°C) 

Theoretical U  
(from [61]) 
[W/m2.K] 

E-100 Preheat of the NG 
before reactor NG 15 500 H2 1200 795 1880 

E-101 Cooling of H2 to PSA CW 25 48 H2 795 50 250 

E-102 Cooling Tower to 
create process water  Air 25 - LP 

Steam 224 28 265 

E-103 LP Steam production 
for power generation 

Process 
water 26 366 Solid 

Carbon 1200  28 850 

E-104 LP Steam production 
for power generation 

Process 
water 26 366 Flue 

Gases 1200 42 120 

Table 9.3. Heat Exchangers Design for Case 2: description and theoretical U values. 

HExch PURPOSE COLD 
SIDE 

Tcoldin 

(°C) 
Tcoldout 

(°C) 
HOT 
SIDE 

Thotin 
(°C) 

Thotout 
(°C) 

Theoretical U  
(from [61]) 
[W/m2.K] 

E-100 Preheat of the NG 
before reactor NG 15 500 H2 1200 572 1880 

E-101 Cooling of H2 to 
PSA CW 25 41 H2 572 50 250 

E-102 Cooling Tower to 
create process water  Air 25 - LP 

Steam 224 28 265 

E-103 LP Steam production 
for power generation 

Process 
water 32 366 Solid 

Carbon 1200  87 850 

E-104 LP Steam production 
for power generation 

Process 
water 26 366 Flue 

Gases 1200 602 120 

E-105  Cooling flue gases 
before separator 

Cooling 
water 41 61 Flue 

Gases 602 45 110 

E-106  Pre-heat air before 
burner Air  25 611 Solid 

Carbon 1200 50 850 
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Table 9.4. Heat Exchangers Design for Case 3: description and theoretical U values. 

HExch PURPOSE COLD 
SIDE 

Tcoldin 

(°C) 
Tcoldout 

(°C) 
HOT 
SIDE 

Thotin 
(°C) 

Thotout 
(°C) 

Theoretical U  
(from [61]) 
[W/m2.K] 

E-100 Preheat of the NG 
before reactor NG 15 500 H2 1200 795 1880 

E-101 Cooling of H2 to 
PSA Air 25 378 H2 795 30 315 

E-102 Cooling Tower to 
create process water  Air 25 - LP 

Steam 224 28 265 

E-103 LP Steam production 
for power generation 

Process 
water 26 366 Solid 

Carbon 1000  49 850 

E-104 LP Steam production 
for power generation 

Process 
water 26 366 Flue 

Gases 1281 56 120 

E-105  Pre-heat NG before 
burner NG  15 815 Solid 

Carbon 1200 1000 850 

 

Table 9.5. Heat Exchangers Design for Case 4: description and theoretical U values. 

HExch PURPOSE COLD 
SIDE 

Tcoldin 

(°C) 
Tcoldout 

(°C) 
HOT 
SIDE 

Thotin 
(°C) 

Thotout 
(°C) 

Theoretical U  
(from [61]) 
[W/m2.K] 

E-100 Preheat of the NG 
before reactor NG 15 500 H2 1200 795 1880 

E-101 Cooling of H2 to PSA CW 25 48 H2 795 50 250 

E-102 Cooling Tower to 
create process water  Air 25 - LP 

Steam 224 28 265 

E-103 LP Steam production 
for power generation 

Process 
water 26 366 Solid 

Carbon 1200  28 850 
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9.3. Equations for the thermodynamic assessment of the technology  
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9.4. Solex Thermal Science Moving Bed Heat Exchanger for Carbon cooling 
In this project, and as part of the proposed industrial-scale production processes, carbon needs to be cooled 

down after separation in the reactor from very high temperatures (1200 °C) to room temperature. The use of a 
moving bed equipment that employs solid heat exchanging was proposed to decrease carbon’s temperature. This 
moving bed heat exchanger is currently in the market and distributed by Solex Thermal Science. In this chapter, a 
brief explanation of the technology is provided.  

A moving bed heat exchanger normally consists of a vessel wherein indirect cooling/heating between a cold/hot 
solid and a hot/cold fluid occurs in a heat transfer media, which is commonly achieved by placing large plates one 
above the other filling as much as possible the volume of the vessel to increase heat exchanging area.  A schematic 
view of the Solex Moving Bed Heat Exchanger for solids cooling is depicted in Figure 9.1.  

 
 Figure 9.1. Solex Moving Bed Heat Exchanger for Bulk Solids Cooling (taken from [62]).  

The bulk solid moves down the bed by means of gravity force and thus no fluidizing gas is required. The 
hot/cold fluid (i.e. water) is transported in pipes counter-currently to the solids movement and they go through 
specified holes inside the plates and, with the solid moving downwards, the indirect heating/cooling is done. The 
cooled solid leaves the moving bed in the discharge funnel located at the bottom of the equipment and the heated 
fluid leaves the equipment by piping system.  

Furthermore, the moving bed heat exchanger is a compact equipment and therefore the amount of external 
auxiliaries to make the moving bed work is reduced. Besides, low maintenance and low construction costs are 
needed. They are widely used in industry for heat integration and they allow high volumetric transfer areas as well 
as the avoidance of pressure drops in the system, which is a common problem in fixed beds. Finally, regarding 
equipment efficiencies, a low solids velocity is a key point for a good efficiency due to the increase in residence 
time for heat exchanging between the solid and the cooled piping system circulating through the plates. Solex 
Thermal Science state that their technology can cool bulk solids from up to 2000 °C, with a 90% less energy 
consumption. They also claim that their equipment can treat from 100 to 100000 kg/h of hot solids and that, by 
means of liquid cooling and conduction as heat transfer phenomena, the heat recovered can produce high grade 
pressurized hot water or steam for their use inside the plant [62].  

For the proposed industrial processes in the thesis, a range of solids capacity (carbon) is from 5000 to 12000 
kg/h and the inlet temperature is 1200 °C. The cold fluid is pressurized water (30 bar) that needs to be converted 
to steam, as its end usage is power generation in a low-pressure steam turbine, which requires an inlet steam 
temperature of around 366 °C. The simulation of the heat exchanging service was made in Aspen Plus and a shell 
and tube heat exchanger model was used in order to calculate how much water can be turn into steam with the 
amount of carbon separated from the pyrolytic reactor.        
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9.5. Design of the Air Blowers 

For the design of the air blowers in the proposed cases for the industrial process, the methodology provided 
by Ulrich and Vasudevan is followed. This methodology is based on the well-known Perry’s Handbook. The 
design equation, assuming ideal gas behavior, for the calculation of the electrical power required by the blower is 
presented below.   
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Where: i = intrinsic efficiency (-); s = power transmitted to a shaft (brake power) (Wel); m = gas mass 

flow (kg/s); R = gas constant (J/mol.K); 1T = inlet gas temperature (K); k = Cp/Cv (-); M = gas molecular weight 
(kg/mol); p1 = inlet gas pressure (Pa);  p2 = outlet gas pressure (Pa) 

 

The intrinsic efficiency is assumed to be 90%, the inlet gas temperature is 298 K and the pressure ratio is 
considered to be 1.2. Moreover, the gas constant, k value and the air’s molecular weight are 8.314 J/mol.K, 1.4 
and 28.84 x10-3 kg/mol, respectively. Taking these parameters into account, the final power requirements of the 
blowers in the different cases are gathered in Table 9.6.  

Table 9.6. Power requirements of the air blowers for the proposed industrial case studies. 

Case Study Nr m (kg/s) s (kWel) 

1 (with and without capture) 12.021 214.74 
2 20.722 370.18 

3 (with and without capture) 24.042 429.49 
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9.6. Design of the molten metal bubble pyrolyzer.  

The assumptions for the design of the pyrolyzer were taken from reference [7]. In this concept, the vessel is 
considered to be vertical and cylindrical with a H/D ratio of 4, made of carbon steel and lined with a 500 mm layer 
of MgO-C refractory brick for high-temperature operation (1200 °C). Moreover, the thickness of the reactor’s wall 
is suitable for high-pressure operation (10 bar) and this feature its already included on its costing.  

Concerning reaction features, methane conversion is assumed to be 95% and the total volumetric flow at the 
reactor’s outlet is determined to be the chosen one for reactor’s sizing, as it is the maximum volumetric flow inside 
the reactor when the reaction achieves almost full conversion. The reactor is modeled as a CSTR reactor, and its 
volume is calculated as the multiplication of the residence time times the total gas volumetric flow. The residence 
time of the bubbles inside the molten metal bath is set to 1 second, mainly supported by previous efforts wherein 
equilibrium conversion was achieved in less than 0.5 seconds [12]. Finally, and  regarding phase holdups, the gas 
holdup of the bubbles is 0.25 and the combination of liquid metal + bubbles represents a reactor’s holdup of 0.75.  

Using this data, the calculations for the reactor’s volume in cases 1-3 are presented below. 

Table 9.7. Reactor design for methane’s molten metal bubble pyrolyzer. 

Cases and 
conditions 

Total Gas 
Volumetric Flows 

(m3/s) 

Total Volume 
(m3) 

Reactor’s dimensions 
& liquid metal weight 

Case 
Scenario 

Thermal 
NG input  
(MWLHV) 

Inlet 
@1200 °C 

Outlet 
@1200 °C Bubbles Bath 

Liquid 
bath & 
bubbles 

Vessel D 
(m) 

H 
(m) 

Gallium’s 
weight 

(tonnes) 

1, 3 & 4 159.79 2.35 4.7 4.7 14.1 18.8 25.1 2 8 84.6 
2 248.66 3.63 7.3 7.3 21.9 29.2 39.0 2.3 9.3 131.4 

9.7. Design of the Fired Energy Supplier (Burner) 

The design of the burner was realized considering a vessel that can withstand high temperatures and 
atmospheric pressure. The volume of the vessel is calculated in the same way as the pyrolyzer, with a H/D ratio 
of 4 and 1 second of residence time of the fuel source (i.e. Carbon Black, Hydrogen and Natural Gas). The results 
are presented below.  

Table 9.8. Burner’s design parameters for all the case scenarios.  

Cases and  
conditions 

Burner Temperatures (°C) Total 
Volumetric 
Flows (m3/s) 

Burner Dimensions 
Inlet Outlet 

Case 
Scenario 

Fuel 
Source Fuel Air Flue Gases Inlet  Outlet D 

(m) 
H 

(m) 

Total 
Volume 

(m3) 

1 Carbon 
Black 1200 25 976 8.6 44.7 2.45 9.70 44.7 

2 Hydrogen 1200 612 1300 55.52 110.26 3.28 13.12 110.26 
3 Natural Gas 815 378 1281 45.17 117.33 3.34 13.36 117.33 
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9.8. Design & Economics of the Electric Arc Furnace as energy supplier in pyrolyzer 

The main assumptions, design equations and procedure was made following the methodology for electric 
furnaces found in Kanthal’s Super Handbook [63]. Said this, the procedure is briefly explained below.  

Furnace’s Electric Power Demand 

The total electric power that the reaction needs in cases 1-3 was determined by multiplying the thermal energy 
requirement (calculated by Aspen) times the electric efficiency in power plants when going from thermal to electric 
energy, which is normally around 40-45%. In fact, the chosen value was 45% according to [64]. Moreover, the 
electric efficiency of the furnace was set to 95%, which is normally within the range of these equipment [7].  

Furthermore, case 2 employs more NG thermal input due to partial burning of hydrogen but its thermal energy 
demand was equal to the same for cases 1 and 3. The reason lies on the fact that the electric arc furnace would 
provide the exact amount of energy as the partial burnt of hydrogen, and therefore there is no need to increase the 
NG thermal input and its value would be exactly the same as in cases 1 and 3. Moreover, the reactor’s volume is 
equal to the same in cases 1-3. Finally, the total power for all scenarios is calculated using the following Eq. 9.10: 

eth
furnace

th
e

PP →= 



                                                               (Eq. 9.10) 
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Furnace’s Chamber Volume  

The calculation of the furnace’s chamber volume was determined graphically by using Fig. 52, found in [63]. 
This graph only illustrates the relationship volume-power in the dm3- kWe range but, given the tremendous amount 
of electric energy, it was assumed that the same shape of the graph also holds for the m3-MWe range. In addition, 
a furnace temperature for the heating elements of 1500 °C along with a prismatic configuration were considered. 
The graphic solutions yield a total furnace volume of 90 m3 for all the cases. The dimensions of the prismatic 
furnace are thus 3 m for both width and depth, and 10 m of height.       

Economics: CAPEX 

The information regarding the Bare Erected Cost for this equipment is shown below. 

Table 9.9. Bare Erected Cost of the equipment. 

Equipment Scaling 
Parameter 

Reference 
Capacity 

(S0) 

Reference 
BEC, C0 

(M€) 

Scaling Factor   
(f) 

Cost 
Year 

CEPCI 
Year Ref. 

Electric Arc 
Furnace  

Net Electric 
Power (MWe) 175 44 0.60 2016 541.7 [7] 

 
The BEC can be thus calculated with the known information of the electric power demand, calculated 

previously in this chapter. The calculation is shown below.  

€18.10
7.541
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Economics: OPEX 

The operating costs of this equipment are dominated by the electricity demand for the operation. Taking the 
electricity cost, found in Table 6.3, and multiplying it times the total power demand of the equipment: 
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9.9. Process Flow Diagrams and mass/energy balances of the case scenarios 

 
Figure 9.2. Process Flow Diagram Case Scenario 1: Partial Burnt of Coke without Carbon Capture And Storage Technology. 
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Table 9.10. Mass & Energy Balances Case Scenario 1: Partial Burnt of Coke without Carbon Capture And Storage Technology. 

Stream  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Pressure (bar) 70 70 10 10 10 1 1 10 10 

Temperature (°C) 15 500 498 1200 803 15 30 50 50 

Composition  
(v/v)  
[%] 

CH4 89.0 CH4 89.0 CH4 89.0 CH4 2.04 CH4 2.04 

H2O 100 H2O 100 

CH4 2.04 

H2 100 

C2H6 7.00 C2H6 7.00 C2H6 7.00 N2 0.43 N2 0.43 N2 0.43 
C3H8 1.00 C3H8 1.00 C3H8 1.00 H2O 0.05 H2O 0.05 H2O 0.05 
C4H10 0.11 C4H10 0.11 C4H10 0.11 H2 95.57 H2 95.57 H2 95.57 
CO2 2.00 CO2 2.00 CO2 2.00 CO 1.91 CO 1.91 CO 1.91 
N2 0.89 N2 0.89 N2 0.89 - - - - - - 

Mass Flow (kg/h) 12370 12370 12370 4092.5 4092.5 475000 475000 4092.5 2700.3 
Molar Flow (kmol/h) 686.6 686.6 686.6 1401.8 1401.8 26366.5 26366.5 1401.8 1339.5 

Heat Flow (MW) -15.87 -10.86 -10.86 12.69 7.68 -2113.4 -2104.5 -1.18 0.27 
Stream  10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

Pressure (bar) 150 10 1 1 1 1.2 1 1 30 
Temperature (°C) 30 50 1200 1200 82 25 976 83 80 

Composition 
(v/v) 
[%] 

H2 100 

CH4 45.88 

C 100 C 100 C 100 

N2 79.0 CO2 17.81 CO2 17.81 

H2O 100 

N2 9.81 
H2O 1.11 N2 76.90 N2 76.90 
H2 0.22 

O2 21.0 
H2O 3.74 H2O 3.74 

CO 42.97 O2 1.55 O2 1.55 - - 
Mass Flow (kg/h) 2700.3 1392.2 2648.8 5628.7 5628.7 43276 47317 47317 16730 

Molar Flow (kmol/h) 1339.5 62.3 220.5 468.6 468.6 1500.0 1548.8 1548.8 928.7 
Heat Flow (MW) 0.09 -1.45 11.45 24.34 10.81 -0.01 -19.78 -33.28 -73.05 

Stream  19 20 21 22 23 24 25  

 

Pressure (bar) 30 30 30 7 1 1 1 
Temperature (°C) 366 80 366 186 80 80 80 

Composition  
(v/v)  
[%] 

H2O 100 H2O 100 H2O 100 H2O 100 H2O 100 H2O 100 H2O 100 

Mass Flow (kg/h) 16730 16770 16770 33500 33500 16770 16730 
Molar Flow (kmol/h) 928.7 930.9 930.9 1859.5 1859.5 930.9 928.7 

Heat Flow (MW) -59.55 -73.22 -59.69 -122.26 -146.31 -73.24 -73.06 
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Figure 9.3. Process Flow Diagram Case Scenario 1: Partial Burnt of Coke with Carbon Capture And Storage Technology. 
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Table 9.11. Mass & Energy Balances Case Scenario 1: Partial Burnt of Coke with Carbon Capture And Storage Technology. 

Stream 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Pressure (bar) 70 70 10 10 10 1 1 10 10 

Temperature (°C) 15 500 498 1200 803 15 30 50 50 

Composition 
(v/v) 
[%] 

CH4 89.0 CH4 89.0 CH4 89.0 CH4 2.04 CH4 2.04 

H2O 100 H2O 100 

CH4 2.04 

H2 100 

C2H6 7.00 C2H6 7.00 C2H6 7.00 N2 0.43 N2 0.43 N2 0.43 
C3H8 1.00 C3H8 1.00 C3H8 1.00 H2O 0.05 H2O 0.05 H2O 0.05 
C4H10 0.11 C4H10 0.11 C4H10 0.11 H2 95.57 H2 95.57 H2 95.57 
CO2 2.00 CO2 2.00 CO2 2.00 CO 1.91 CO 1.91 CO 1.91 
N2 0.89 N2 0.89 N2 0.89 - - - - - - 

Mass Flow (kg/h) 12370 12370 12370 4092.5 4092.5 475000 475000 4092.5 2700.3 
Molar Flow (kmol/h) 686.6 686.6 686.6 1401.8 1401.8 26366.5 26366.5 1401.8 1339.5 

Heat Flow (MW) -15.87 -10.86 -10.86 12.69 7.68 -2113.4 -2104.5 -1.18 0.27 
Stream 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

Pressure (bar) 150 10 1 1 1 1.2 1 1 30 
Temperature (°C) 30 50 1200 1200 82 25 976 83 80 

Composition 
(v/v) 
[%] 

H2 100 

CH4 45.88 

C 100 C 100 C 100 

N2 79.0 CO2 17.81 CO2 17.81 

H2O 100 

N2 9.81 
H2O 1.11 N2 76.90 N2 76.90 
H2 0.22 

O2 21.0 
H2O 3.74 H2O 3.74 

CO 42.97 O2 1.55 O2 1.55 - - 
Mass Flow (kg/h) 2700.3 1392.2 2648.8 5628.7 5628.7 43276 47317 47317 16730 

Molar Flow (kmol/h) 1339.5 62.3 220.5 468.6 468.6 1500.0 1548.8 1548.8 928.7 
Heat Flow (MW) 0.09 -1.45 11.45 24.34 10.81 -0.01 -19.78 -33.28 -73.05 

Stream 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 
Pressure (bar) 30 30 30 7 1 1 1 1 1 110 

Temperature (°C) 366 80 366 186 80 80 80 83 83 30 

Composition 
(v/v) 
[%] 

H2O 100 H2O 100 H2O 100 H2O 100 H2O 100 H2O 100 H2O 100 

CO2 2.01 

CO2 100 CO2 100 
N2 91.69 

H2O 4.46 

O2 1.84 

Mass Flow (kg/h) 16730 16770 16770 33500 33500 16770 16730 36326.8 10990.2 10990.2 
Molar Flow (kmol/h) 928.7 930.9 930.9 1859.5 1859.5 930.9 928.7 1299.1 249.7 249.7 

Heat Flow (MW) -59.55 -73.22 -59.69 -122.26 -146.31 -73.24 -73.06 -6.14 -27.14 -28.01 
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 Figure 9.4. Process Flow Diagram Case Scenario 2: Partial Burnt of Hydrogen. 
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Table 9.12. Mass & Energy Balances Case Scenario 2: Partial Burnt of Hydrogen. 

Stream  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Pressure (bar) 70 70 10 10 10 10 1 1 10 10 

Temperature (°C) 15 500 499 1200 1200 572 15 30 50 50 

Composition  
(v/v)  
[%] 

CH4 89.0 CH4 89.0 CH4 89.0 CH4 2.04 CH4 2.04 CH4 2.04 

H2O 100 H2O 100 

CH4 2.04 CH4 45.88 
C2H6 7.00 C2H6 7.00 C2H6 7.00 N2 0.43 N2 0.43 N2 0.43 N2 0.43 N2 9.81 
C3H8 1.00 C3H8 1.00 C3H8 1.00 H2O 0.05 H2O 0.05 H2O 0.05 H2O 0.05 H2O 1.11 
C4H10 0.11 C4H10 0.11 C4H10 0.11 H2 95.57 H2 95.57 H2 95.57 H2 95.57 H2 0.22 
CO2 2.00 CO2 2.00 CO2 2.00 CO 1.91 CO 1.91 CO 1.91 CO 1.91 CO 42.97 
N2 0.89 N2 0.89 N2 0.89 - - - - - - - - - - 

Mass Flow (kg/h) 19250 19250 19250 2275.6 4093.1 4093.1 315000 315000 4093.1 1392.4 
Molar Flow (kmol/h) 1068.4 1068.4 1068.4 779.5 1402.0 17485.2 17485.2 17485.2 1402.0 62.3 

Heat Flow (MW) -24.71 -16.90 -16.90 7.06 12.69 4.89 -1401.5 -1395.5 -1.18 -1.45 
Stream  11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

Pressure (bar) 10 150 1 1 30 30 1 1 1 1 
Temperature (°C) 50 30 1200 1200 80 366 83 25 611 50 

Composition 
(v/v) 
[%] 

H2 100 H2 100 C 100 C 100 H2O 100 H2O 100 C 100 

N2 79.0 N2 79.0 

C 100 

O2 21.0 O2 21.0 

Mass Flow (kg/h) 2700.7 2700.7 7728.8 5152.5 23000 23000 7728.8 74599.3 74599.3 5152.5 
Molar Flow (kmol/h) 1339.7 1339.7 643.5 428.9 1276.7 1276.7 643.5 2585.7 2585.7 428.9 

Heat Flow (MW) 0.27 0.09 33.42 22.28 -100.42 -81.87 14.86 -0.01 12.88 9.39 
Stream  21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 

 

Pressure (bar) 1 1 30 30 7 2 1 1 1 
Temperature (°C) 1300 83 80 366 186 179 25 80 80 

Composition  
(v/v)  
[%] 

CO2 2.84 CO2 2.84 

H2O 100 H2O 100 H2O 100 H2O 100 H2O 100 H2O 100 H2O 100 N2 67.64 N2 67.64 
H2O 27.52 H2O 27.52 

O2 2.00 O2 2.00 

Mass Flow (kg/h) 78267.3 78267.3 44800 44800 67800 67800 67800 23000 44800 
Molar Flow (kmol/h) 3034.2 3034.2 2486.8 2486.8 3763.5 3763.5 3763.5 1276.7 2486.8 

Heat Flow (MW) -27.87 -64.01 -195.61 -159.46 -247.44 -247.44 -300.81 -100.45 -195.66 
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Figure 9.5. Process Flow Diagram Case Scenario 3: Partial Burnt of Natural Gas without Carbon Capture And Storage Technology. 
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Table 9.13. Mass & Energy Balances Case Scenario 3: Partial Burnt of Natural Gas without Carbon Capture And Storage Technology. 

Stream  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Pressure (bar) 70 70 10 10 10 1 1 10 10 10 

Temperature (°C) 15 500 498 1200 795 25 378 30 30 30 

Composition  
(v/v)  
[%] 

CH4 89.0 CH4 89.0 CH4 89.0 CH4 2.04 CH4 2.04 
N2 79.0 N2 79.0 

CH4 2.04 CH4 80.46 

H2 100 

C2H6 7.00 C2H6 7.00 C2H6 7.00 N2 0.43 N2 0.43 N2 0.43 CO2 0.02 
C3H8 1.00 C3H8 1.00 C3H8 1.00 H2O 0.05 H2O 0.05 H2O 0.05 N2 17.21 
C4H10 0.11 C4H10 0.11 C4H10 0.11 H2 97.48 H2 97.48 

O2 21.0 O2 21.0 
H2 97.48 H2O 1.93 

CO2 2.00 CO2 2.00 CO2 2.00 - - - - - - H2 0.38 
N2 0.89 N2 0.89 N2 0.89 - - - - - - - - 

Mass Flow (kg/h) 12370 12370 12370 3342.8 3342.8 86551.2 86551.2 3342.8 642.5 2700.3 
Molar Flow (kmol/h) 686.6 686.6 686.6 1375.1 1375.1 3000 3000 1375.1 35.5 1339.5 

Heat Flow (MW) -15.87 -10.86 -10.86 12.69 7.68 -0.01 9.07 -1.40 -1.46 0.06 
Stream  11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

Pressure (bar) 150 1 70 70 1 1 30 30 1 1 
Temperature (°C) 30 1200 15 815 1000 83 80 366 1281 83 

Composition 
(v/v) 
[%] 

H2 100 C 100 

CH4 89.0 CH4 89.0 

C 100 C 100 H2O 100 H2O 100 

CO2 9.02 CO2 9.02 C2H6 7.00 C2H6 7.00 
C3H8 1.00 C3H8 1.00 N2 72.48 N2 72.48 
C4H10 0.11 C4H10 0.11 H2O 15.54 H2O 15.54 
CO2 2.00 CO2 2.00 O2 2.96 O2 2.96 N2 0.89 N2 0.89 

Mass Flow (kg/h) 2700.3 8277.5 4000 4000 8277.5 8277.5 20500 20500 91943.4 91943.4 
Molar Flow (kmol/h) 1339.5 689.2 222.1 222.1 689.2 689.2 1137.9 1137.9 3281.2 3281.2 

Heat Flow (MW) 0.09 35.79 -5.13 -2.13 32.79 16.25 -89.51 -72.97 -24.31 -62.68 
Stream  21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28  

Pressure (bar) 30 30 30 7 2 1 1 1 
Temperature (°C) 80 366 366 186 179 25 80 80 

Composition  
(v/v)  
[%] 

CO2 2.84 CO2 2.84 

H2O 100 H2O 100 H2O 100 H2O 100 H2O 100 H2O 100 N2 67.64 N2 67.64 
H2O 27.52 H2O 27.52 

O2 2.00 O2 2.00 

Mass Flow (kg/h) 47560.3 47560.3 68060.3 68060.3 68060.3 68060.3 20500 47560.3 
Molar Flow (kmol/h) 2640 2640 3777.9 3777.9 3777.9 3777.9 1137.9 2640 

Heat Flow (MW) -207.66 -169.29 -242.26 -248.39 -248.39 -301.96 -89.53 -207.72 
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Figure 9.6. Process Flow Diagram Case Scenario 3: Partial Burnt of Natural Gas with Carbon Capture And Storage Technology. 
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Table 9.14. Mass & Energy Balances Case Scenario 3: Partial Burnt of Natural Gas with Carbon Capture And Storage Technology. 

Stream 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Pressure (bar) 70 70 10 10 10 1 1 10 10 10 

Temperature (°C) 15 500 498 1200 795 25 378 30 30 30 

Composition 
(v/v) 
[%] 

CH4 89.0 CH4 89.0 CH4 89.0 CH4 2.04 CH4 2.04 
N2 79 N2 79 

CH4 2.04 CH4 80.46 

H2 100 

C2H6 7.00 C2H6 7.00 C2H6 7.00 N2 0.43 N2 0.43 N2 0.43 CO2 0.02 
C3H8 1.00 C3H8 1.00 C3H8 1.00 H2O 0.05 H2O 0.05 H2O 0.05 N2 17.21 
C4H10 0.11 C4H10 0.11 C4H10 0.11 H2 97.48 H2 97.48 

O2 21 O2 21 
H2 97.48 H2O 1.93 

CO2 2.00 CO2 2.00 CO2 2.00 - - - - - - H2 0.38 
N2 0.89 N2 0.89 N2 0.89 - - - - - - - - 

Mass Flow (kg/h) 12370 12370 12370 3342.8 3342.8 86551.2 86551.2 3342.8 642.5 2700.3 
Molar Flow (kmol/h) 686.6 686.6 686.6 1375.1 1375.1 3000 3000 1375.1 35.5 1339.5 

Heat Flow (MW) -15.87 -10.86 -10.86 12.69 7.68 -0.01 9.07 -1.40 -1.46 0.06 
Stream 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

Pressure (bar) 150 1 70 70 1 1 30 30 1 1 
Temperature (°C) 30 1200 15 815 1000 83 80 366 1281 83 

Composition 
(v/v) 
[%] 

H2 100 C 100 

CH4 89.0 CH4 89.0 

C 100 C 100 H2O 100 H2O 100 

CO2 9.02 CO2 9.02 C2H6 7.00 C2H6 7.00 
C3H8 1.00 C3H8 1.00 N2 72.48 N2 72.48 
C4H10 0.11 C4H10 0.11 H2O 15.54 H2O 15.54 
CO2 2.00 CO2 2.00 O2 2.96 O2 2.96 N2 0.89 N2 0.89 

Mass Flow (kg/h) 2700.3 8277.5 4000 4000 8277.5 8277.5 20500 20500 91943.4 91943.4 
Molar Flow (kmol/h) 1339.5 689.2 222.1 222.1 689.2 689.2 1137.9 1137.9 3281.2 3281.2 
Heat Flow (MW) 0.09 35.79 -5.13 -2.13 32.79 16.25 -89.51 -72.97 -24.31 -62.68 

Stream 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 
Pressure (bar) 30 30 30 7 2 1 1 1 1 1 110 

Temperature (°C) 80 366 366 186 179 25 80 80 165 165 30 

Composition 
(v/v) 
[%] 

CO2 2.84 CO2 2.84 

H2O 100 H2O 100 H2O 100 H2O 100 H2O 100 H2O 100 

CO2 2.8 

CO2 100 CO2 100 N2 67.64 N2 67.64 N2 82 
H2O 27.52 H2O 27.52 H2O 1.2 

O2 2.00 O2 2.00 O2 3.8 

Mass Flow (kg/h) 47560.3 47560.3 68060.3 68060.3 68060.3 68060.3 20500 47560.3 81214.6 10728.8 10728.8 
Molar Flow (kmol/h) 2640 2640 3777.9 3777.9 3777.9 3777.9 1137.9 2640 3037.4 243.8 243.8 
Heat Flow (MW) -207.66 -169.29 -242.26 -248.39 -248.39 -301.96 -89.53 -207.72 -36.41 -26.27 -27.34 
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Figure 9.7. Process Flow Diagram Case Scenario 4: Electric arc furnace as power supplier for the thermal decomposition of natural gas in molten gallium. 
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Table 9.15. Mass & Energy Balances Case Scenario 4: Electric arc furnace as power supplier for the thermal decomposition of natural gas in molten gallium. 

Stream  1 2 3 4 5 6 
Pressure (bar) 70 70 10 10 10 1 

Temperature (°C) 15 500 498 1200 803 15 

Composition  
(v/v)  
[%] 

CH4 89.0 CH4 89.0 CH4 89.0 CH4 2.04 CH4 2.04 

H2O 100 

C2H6 7.00 C2H6 7.00 C2H6 7.00 N2 0.43 N2 0.43 
C3H8 1.00 C3H8 1.00 C3H8 1.00 H2O 0.05 H2O 0.05 
C4H10 0.11 C4H10 0.11 C4H10 0.11 H2 95.57 H2 95.57 
CO2 2.00 CO2 2.00 CO2 2.00 CO 1.91 CO 1.91 
N2 0.89 N2 0.89 N2 0.89 - - - - 

Mass Flow (kg/h) 12370 12370 12370 4092.5 4092.5 475000 
Molar Flow (kmol/h) 686.6 686.6 686.6 1401.8 1401.8 26366.5 

Heat Flow (MW) -15.87 -10.86 -10.86 12.69 7.68 -2113.4 
Stream  7 8 9 10 11 12 

Pressure (bar) 1 10 10 150 10 1 
Temperature (°C) 30 50 50 30 50 1200 

Composition 
(v/v) 
[%] 

H2O 100 

CH4 2.04 

H2 100 H2 100 

CH4 45.88 

C 100 

N2 0.43 N2 9.81 
H2O 0.05 H2O 1.11 
H2 95.57 H2 0.22 
CO 1.91 CO 42.97 

- - - - 
Mass Flow (kg/h) 475000 4092.5 2700.3 2700.3 1392.2 8277.5 

Molar Flow (kmol/h) 26366.5 1401.8 1339.5 1339.5 62.3 689.2 
Heat Flow (MW) -2104.5 -1.18 0.27 0.09 -1.45 35.79 

Stream  13 14 15 16 17 

 

Pressure (bar) 1 30 30 7 1 
Temperature (°C) 84 80 366 186 80 

Composition  
(v/v)  
[%] 

C 100 H2O 100 H2O 100 H2O 100 H2O 100 

Mass Flow (kg/h) 8277.5 24600 24600 24600 24600 
Molar Flow (kmol/h) 689.2 1365.5 1365.5 1365.5 1365.5 

Heat Flow (MW) 15.95 -107.41 -87.56 -89.78 -107.44 
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9.10. EDX Results 
 

- Gallium + Bismuth Alloy 
 

 

 

- Carbon Samples: Laminar (left) and Powder (right)  
 
 
         

 

  

Element 
Symbol 

Atomic  
Concentration 

(%) 

Weight 
Concentration 

(%) 
Ga 71.28 85.91 
O 26.88 7.43 
Bi 1.84 6.66 

   

Element 
Symbol 

Atomic  
Conc. 
(%) 

Weight 
Conc. 
(%) 

C 100.00 100.00 
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9.11. Capital Charge Factor (CCF) 
 

This factor refers to the finance structure considered for the estimation. There are two types of finance 
frameworks: Investor-Owned Utility (IOU) and Independent Power Producer Developer/Owner (IPP). These 
could be individually considered either low or high risk. The second finance structure was chosen with a low risk 
assessment, as the process does not deal with CO2 capture processes. The DOE-NETL report provides the CCF 
for the IPP low risk case and it has a value of 0.149 year-1, provided that the economic assumptions collected in 
the report are also considered. The main economic assumptions are presented in the table below [44].    

Table 9.16. Main assumptions for the CCF calculation. 

Concept Units Value 
Total Plant life time Years 30 

Equivalent working hours, heq h/year 7884 
Capital Expenditure Period Years 3 

1st installment % 10 
2nd installment % 60 
3rd installment % 30 
Inflation rate  % 3 

Income tax rate % 38 
Capital Depreciation  

(using the declining-balance method) Years 20 

 
Nevertheless, the CCF was calculated manually following the first year carrying factor procedure from the 

Politecnico de Milano University. The calculated value using this procedure is 0.153, considering a total plant 
lifetime of 25 years and a different distribution of installments (i.e. 40%-30%-30%) for 3 years. This value is very 
similar to the assumed CCF value taken from the DOE-NETL report and it confirms the applicability of the 
procedure. Finally, the equivalent working hours were assumed to be 90% of the total hours in a year (production 
time). This is a typical value within Industry. The non-production time considers features such as scheduled stops 
or general plant maintenance.  

 
Applying these assumptions in the cash flow and profitability analysis, parameters such as the Investor’s Rate 

of Return (IRR) or the Net Present Value (NPV) were calculated inside the Aspen Models by using the Calculator 
option in the simulator. In case of further interest, the reader can consult the spreadsheet in the Calculator and find 
a detailed methodology towards the calculation of these rigorous parameters, very well-known in industry and 
economics and one of the most important profitability indicators to approve/reject a project.  
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9.12. The approximate profitability indicators: ROI, PBP, VP 

The assessment of the economic feasibility of a technology cannot be carried out without the determination of 
five main parameters: the return of investment (ROI), the payback period (PBP) and the venture profit (VP). A 
description of these parameters is given below. 

ROI: this parameter is an approximate profitability measure and it is defined as “the annual interest rate made 
by the profits on the original investment” [57]. As an approximate measure, ROI provides a quick overview of the 
plant’s profitability and its value greatly influences the final decision of acceptance/rejection of a project. A large 
value of the ROI (20-30%) means good profitability and the process is prone to be economically favourable at the 
short term. In contrast, a value of ROI below 20% often leads to the refusal of the project’s proposal, due to 
minimum expectations to obtain profit and thus the lack of interest in its investment.                                                                        
Its calculation is defined as the net earnings divided by the total capital investment, or as Eq. 9.11 suggests:  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
TDCWC

CSt
C

CStROI
TCI +

−−
=

−−
=

1
11                                        (Eq. 9.11) 

         Where:            t = Income tax rate; S = sales revenues (M€/y); C = production cost (M€/y);  
WC1 = Working Capital for the first year of capital investment (M€); TDC = Total Depreciable Capital (M€) 

 
VP: it is the profitability measure that considers the excess in annual earnings that are achieved after 

determining the actual annual earning of the minimum acceptable ROI value. In other words, it measures the 
change in profit compared to the minimum ROI of a project (20%). This parameter is very important when 
calculating the minimum sale price of a given product, because that sale price must satisfy that the “no loss/no 
gain” condition holds, which occurs when VP is set to 0. Its formula is presented below.  

( ) ( ) TCICROICStVP −−−= min1                                      (Eq. 9.12) 

         Where:            t = Income tax rate; S = sales revenues (M€/y); C = production cost (M€/y);  
CTCI = total capital investment cost (M€) 

 
PBP: it is another approximate profitability measure that is given in years and not in percentage, compared to 

the ROI. Thus, it represents the time that is necessary for the annual earnings to equal the original investment. 
Therefore, high values of PBP (over 4 years) are generally not an option for a high-risk project (total rejection). 
However, PBPs below 2 years are actually a suitable argument for the preliminary consideration of the project, 
although it may not be employed as final decision-making parameter, as it neglects the period of the plant operation 
after it [57]. The mathematical expression is found in Eq. 9.13:           

( ) ( ) Cashflow
TDC

DCSt
TDC

eciationannualdeprnet
TDCPBP

earnings

=
+−−

=
+

=
1

          (Eq. 9.13) 

               Where:                  TDC = Total Depreciable Capital (M€); t = Income tax rate;  
S = sales revenues (M€/y); C = production cost (M€/y); D = Depreciation (M€/y) 

 


